


I don’t write things down to remember them later,
I write things down to remember them now.



Hello, my name is Jeremy…

My first school was Light Oaks Primary in Salford, near Manchester in the North of 
England and I loved it. I remember 1977 with fond memories. I was 5 years old and the 
highlight of each week was receiving the Mr. Chatterbox badge from my teacher Mrs. 
Dodd. I wore my badge with pride and saw it as a badge of honour.

Mrs. Dodd did not.

Apparently, I was pretty disruptive as a child because I wouldn’t stop talking during 
class. I was supposed to wear the badge as a sign of my punishment, even though my 
only misdemeanour was asking “Why?” more than the average child. I just wanted to 
know the background to every story that Mrs. Dodd read to us in “story corner” each 
day. Forty three years later and not much has changed…

I’m still disruptive. 
I still want to know why stories work.
The only difference is that today I get rewarded for talking too much.
(I don’t get a badge but my pocket money is considerably better).

When I was growing up my friends took computers to pieces to see how they worked. I 
was always fascinated with PC’s from the moment I received a Commodore VIC 20 for 
Christmas in 1981. I enjoyed writing games for my computer with a copy of PC World 
and Bill Gates’ BASIC programming language, but unlike my friends I wasn’t as 
interested in studying it’s circuits. While my friends were dreaming about processors, 
gates and memory expansion packs for their ZX Spectrum’s and BBC Model B’s, I was 
writing stories about snakes! I remember being particularly proud of a series of 
adventures about an Emerald Boa Constrictor called Emma. At the weekends my 
friends would go to computer clubs and steal the newest games from our local WH 
Smith, but I was guilty of a different crime. I spent my weekends sneaking into my 
grandad’s writing seminars, where his publishing company was teaching aspiring 
authors how to write short stories and get published. 

In the 1980’s I worked at my dad’s printing company to earn some extra cash during 
the school holidays. This was where I discovered the joys of SRA2-sized paper. Much 
larger than anything I’d ever been allowed to draw on in school, these industrial sized 
sheets of paper for the printing presses were over 2 feet long! (640 x 450 mm). I loved 
having huge sheets of paper to draw on because they allowed my imagination run wild 
and not be contained within the limitations of an A4 sheet or a small notebook. 

Today, all of those world’s have collided. I work for the largest computing company in 
the world and I spend my days trying to understand how stories work by taking them to 
pieces. The stories I work on may have more to do with AI, quantum computing or the 
climate crisis than they have to do with snakes, but my obsession with story hasn’t 
faded. I don’t need to sneak into the back of lectures with famous authors anymore, but 
I haven't stopped trying to figure out why some stories work and some don’t. And when 
a famous astronaut taught me the concept of accelerated learning by putting all my 
thoughts onto one big sheet of paper, I knew that one pagers were always destined to 
be my thing.

This book is a short collection of my one pagers and Linkedin posts, based on a few of 
the stories that I’ve enjoyed taking to pieces and some of the things I’ve learned from 
deconstructing them.

So here we are. Each of these one pagers was done in one sitting. In one draft. With no 
edits. In about 4-5 hours. Usually with very little planning. And often with my 6-year old 
twins Petra and Mathilda helping me to colour them in. Many of them are not neat, 
mostly because I never intended to publish them, so please just take them at face 
value. I always think it’s fun too look through other people’s notebooks, so maybe you’ll 
enjoy flicking through mine. I hope you enjoy looking through them as much as I have 
enjoyed creating them. Maybe they’ll encourage you to create your own one pagers, but 
even more, I hope that they inspire you to become more obsessed with stories and how 
they work.

Because after all, I believe that we really can change the world just by sharing our 
stories…



Optimism + Urgency = Action

By purchasing this digital download your are contributing to the work of
EARTHSHOT ACADEMY; a learning programme founded by Jeremy
Connell-Waite on Earth Day in 2023 with the goal of helping ONE
MILLION future leaders (young and old) to tell stories that matter.

The Earthshot curriculum features short online micro-learning
programmes, face-to-face events, coaching and mentoring. Earthshot’s
mission is to give future leaders the tools and skills that they need to
start making a difference today, not in the future when they have a few
years experience and a fancy job title.

Visit EARTHSHOT.ACADEMY to find out more & get involved…

Thank you for supporting future leaders!



A line is a dot that went for a walk…

It didn’t go for a run. It didn’t do a HIIT session or race its Peloton. It didn’t rush, join “The 
5am Club” or find more ways to “Crush It”. It just went for a walk.

We all have SO much to do, and so little time to do it in, if we really want to be more productive, 
we need to SLOW DOWN. That’s why I love this quote from German artist Paul Klee. 🎨

The other half of his quote is “Art does not reproduce what we see; rather, it makes us see. One 
eye sees, the other feels”. 💚

And isn’t that the point of most artistic communications and ‘thought leadership’ in business? 
Producing something of commercial value that will make your audience FEEL something, so that 
they DO something?

As much as we wish it were different, we hardly ever write anything unique, provocative or 
differentiated when we’re working in 30 minute calendar blocks to a schedule. You don’t need to 
run or rush. You don’t need to find another form of transport or technology to get you there faster.

⏰ BIG ideas don’t respect your calendar. 📆

You need to slow down if you want to create something special. 
Something that ONLY you can create.

As they say in product engineering, “FAST, CHEAP or GOOD? Pick 
two.” 🚦

Say “No thank you” to that meeting that you don’t need to be in (the 
one that has 12 other people invited for no obvious reason). Turn off 
notifications on your phone and take back control of your day. Find 
more budget to allow your team to be more creative. Help less 
creative people to understand what makes the difference between 
good and great. Because big ideas need time to be nurtured and 
coaxed out.

“Everywhere is walking distance if you have the time.”
Steven Wright. 🤯



I think with my pen.



Whoever tells the best stories goes home with the most marbles.



We can build a business, change the world and have fun.

Tell stories that matter.

I don’t think we have enough fun at work. I always had lots of fun at school. Maybe that’s why I still
enjoy learning new things so much. But as you progress through your professional career, the projects
become bigger, the executives become more senior and the stakes get higher. Somewhere along the
way things become less fun. I remember being scared of growing up when I was younger. I liked the
idea of having my own money (so that I could buy trainers and Coca-Cola whenever I wanted!) but I
didn’t want to become one of those serious people who stopped having fun and needed to worry about
things like a mortgage.

Maybe that’s one reason why I do one pagers and why I enjoy them so much? I love the challenge of
sitting down in front of a blank sheet of paper when it’s just staring back at me saying, “OK, let’s see
what you’ve got.” I love not knowing where I’m going to end up. I love the idea of creating something
original that the world hasn’t seen before. But most of all, I think I love the childlike peace and joy of
drawing and colouring in while I learn. No matter how amazing the Apple pencil may be (I use one to be
more productive at work); but for me digital will never replace the organic feeling of wax, ink, paper and
pencils.

Here’s to building business, changing the world (staying curious) and having more fun…





An astronaut taught me how to do one pagers…
If you’re anything like me, you spend most of your time focusing on the things that you’re good at and enjoy doing, and less time on the things that 
you’re not so excited about. If you’re an astronaut about to embark on a mission to the International Space Station though, you don’t have that 
luxury. Commander Chris Hadfield is the best test pilot that NASA has ever had on the astronaut training programme. He’s a test pilot for over 70 
different types of aircraft and has been the voice of mission control for 25 space shuttle missions. He was Chief of International Space Station 
Operations from 2006-2008 after spending 146 days in space where he completed 2,336 orbits of the earth. But being good at flying fighter jets like 
the F/A-18 won’t get you very far on the space station if somebody loses a finger. Or if you need to reboot (and recode) a computer. Or do a space 
walk to fix a problem with a tool you haven’t used before. Or if you need to communicate with the Russian prime minister. In Russian. These are all 
things you’ve never done before which will push you far outside of your comfort zone.

Question: How do you learn to do all these things (and more) in less than six months?
Answer: One pagers.

One pagers helped Commander Hadfield learn many new skills in an accelerated time period, by focusing only on the things that mattered most to 
him in that critical moment. By only concerning himself with the direct “interface” he would be faced with, he created one pagers as learning devices 
that would trigger his mind to only remember the things that he needed to know about. From the moment I saw his one pagers, I knew that they 
could also help me in my mission critical environments. I may not need to solve a problem “in one breath” but I am often under pressure to deliver 
messages to an executive audience where millions of dollars or thousands of jobs could be impacted.

What you will find in this book is a snapshot of the one pagers I’ve created. Some were created for my work at IBM, others simply to learn new skills 
or understand what made a particular speech so great. Many of them are not pretty. Some of them are almost illegible! But they have all made a huge 
difference to me and helped me in my personal and professional life. I hope that in some small way they help to inspire you as well.





8 Daily Habits 
for Artists 

~ 1 ~
Create Something Every Day

It doesn’t matter how small it is. One picture. One 
quote. One sentence. Just get in the habit of 

finding the time and head space to bring 
something new into the world every day.

~ 2 ~
Sit Alone; Sit Quietly

Without any technology. Or at least with all your 
notifications turned off. Get your favourite drink. 

Alcohol is allowed but if you’re going to write 
drunk, follow the advice of Ernest Hemingway and 

edit sober.

~ 3 ~
Never Stop Learning

Learn something new without any apparent 
practical benefit. I’ve written one pagers about 

poetry and discovered that some of the best 
“stories” have no structure whatsoever. I love 

ballet. I recently studied the psychology of these 
“artists and athletes” in the hope of understanding 

how they turn their presentations into 
performances. What I actually discovered was a 
greater understanding of how ballet dancers tell 

stories without words. 

~ 4 ~
Encourage Other Artists

Being an artist can be lonely. It also takes a little 
arrogance to invest time in yourself and believe 

that your creativity might make a difference. 
Sometimes you need to stare at clouds. Not 

everyone understands this, so surround yourself 
with a few good people who do.



~ 5 ~
Teach to Make Change

Apart from being incredibly rewarding, teaching is the 
best way to understand something properly (because 
it forces you to be able to explain it simply). Teaching 

also pushes your boundaries by creating spaces 
where people can challenge and inspire you.

~ 6 ~
Ship Something You Created

Sometimes 80% good is good enough. Create 
something. Release it into the wild. See if it survives. 

Yes, it’s uncomfortable. Yes, you’ll feel vulnerable 
and exposed. Artists like their stuff to be perfect. But 

commercial artists can’t afford to waste time and 
effort working on that additional 20%. Especially if 

the market doesn’t respond well by the time you 
finally release it.

“Real artists ship”.

~ 7 ~
Ask For Feedback

Ignore the crowd. Listen to the people whose work 
you love, admire and respect. Take their feedback on 

board and try not to be too precious about taking 
their advice. It’s just their opinion. But artists are like 

athletes in many ways. We need great coaches 
around us to push us harder and make us that 1% 

better. 

~ 8 ~
Have Fun

Building businesses and changing the world is hard 
work, so if it’s not fun it’s probably not sustainable. 
This doesn’t mean everything needs to be fun, but I 
look up to artists like Tom Ford who say, “If it’s not 

fun I don’t want to do it”.  People like Tom have 
found what works for them and an audience who like 

what they create, so they ruthlessly stick to it. 
Creating a cheaper perfume might make sense in the 
short term, but it also opens up a whole new market 
that someone like Tom wouldn’t find fun. And that 

will affect his other (art)work too. Not to mention the 
value of his brand.

Be proud of all the things you DON’T do. 





TELL BETTER STORIES…

WHOEVER TELLS THE BEST STORIES GOES HOME WITH 
THE MOST MARBLES!

📖 Telling stories is hard. Especially in business. Which is 
why I think we could all benefit from more analogue 
thinking in our lives...

That’s why I started drawing one pagers and playing with 
frameworks like SAVE THE CAT for corporate speeches. It’s 
fun exploring new ideas and concepts for how to structure a 
speech. I am a huge fan of BARBERA MINTO’S Pyramid 
principle, designed in the 1960’s at McKinsey and very 
much still in use today. I love ARISTOTLE’S 3-act structure 
and NANCY DUARTE’S shape of a story. I have very mixed 
feelings about PIXAR’S Rules of Storytelling. I love 
JOSEPH CAMPBELL’S Hero’s Journey. I’m mildly obsessed 
with TED SORENSEN’S “Four words and five lines”.

These are just a few of the speech and story structures that 
and are featured on the following pages, with an 
explanation taken from my original Linkedin posts. (I hope 
you liked them!) Many of the one pagers were never 
intended to be shared, since I was writing for my own 
benefit to learn some of these structures, so apologies in 
advance for any sketchy handwriting and words you can’t 
quite make put.

Story systems and structures are like tools for different 
tasks. Or clubs in your golf bag. You never quite know when 
you might need them, but they’re good to have when you 
have an awkward shot (or a different presentation) to make.

I’ve always enjoyed cutting up books, concepts, 
frameworks, newspaper articles, research papers and 
presentations. I want to try and understand what makes a 
good story and how I can tell better stories myself, then I 
can help others to tell better stories.

It seems time consuming, but the clarity I gain from being 
more thoughtful, drawing, colouring, gluing ideas into 
scrapbooks, saves me a LOT of time. It's not a luxury or an 
indulgence. It's a way to be more effective and more 
productive. It’s a way to find ways to put more tools (or 
clubs) into my bag!

Digital project planning and collaboration tools are brilliant when used properly. But I often find that technology can get in 
the way of the creative flow that you need for good problem solving in the early stages of a project. 

🛠 Good design is all about problem solving, not making things look pretty.

⏳ It's not a battle between fast v slow.

📈 It's the difference between good v great.

🖍 Analogue first. Then digitise it.

Hopefully the “art” on these one pagers will inspire you in some small way to start creating a few of your own because as 
legendary film producer Cecil B. DeMille once said,

“THE GREATEST ART IN THE WORLD IS THE ART OF STORYTELLING”.



GREAT STORYTELLING IS NOT EASY. There are 
thousands of “coaches” on social media platforms 
like Linkedin, sharing complicated structures, 
methodologies, frameworks and hero’s journeys. But 
for me, it all comes down to just 11 words.

Everything I’ve learned in my career about the art and 
science of storytelling can be boiled down into a 
handful of phrases. And when you’re time short and 
under pressure to deliver something compelling, who 
doesn’t want some quick prompts to help you tell a 
better story?

🧠WHAT IF….?

Disney Pixar start new story workshops exploring 
ideas for future scripts with just 2 words. “What if….”. 
Not only do those words spark the neurone in your 
brain to think differently, but they challenge you to 
surprise the audience with something they’ve not 
seen before. The more ideas the better. Get the 
obvious ones out of the way first.

In business “what if” could be the start of a pitch that 
paints a picture of a future vision that nobody thought 
was possible.

“What if you could push a button and a taxi arrived to 
pick you up in under 120 seconds?” [UBER]

“What if everything we manufacture in the future only 
ever uses materials that are already in circulation?” 
[NIKE]

Interesting “what if” questions that could spark a 
different kind of business story….
• What if… you launched your own competitor?
• What if… you created a division to incubate 

startups?
• What if… your industry was fully decentralised?
• What if… you were charged a fee for delivering bad 

customer experience?
• What if… you were design your business from 

scratch today?

11 WORDS

🚧 INTENTION & OBSTACLE

At its core, every story is a journey where somebody 
(or something) is transformed. People will talk about 
Aristotle’s Poetics, Save the Cat, Christopher Vogler 
or Joseph Campbell’s “Hero with a thousand faces” 
but it all comes down to intention and obstacle.

Somebody wants something REALLY badly. And 
something formidable is standing in their way of 
getting it. The stronger the hero’s intention, and the 
bigger the obstacle (or villain) standing in their way -
the better the story will be. 

In business, your hero could be an executive, a 
conference audience, a customer or a product. But 
until you’ve introduced a BIG challenge, a conflict or 
an obstacle, you don’t have a story. Think internal 
politics, market forces, competitive landscape, 
previous failures, lack of innovation….

⏰ THE 3 C’s

Dan Brown is one of my favourite authors. He 
describes his process for writing thrillers like Da Vinci 
Code or Angels & Demons as coming down to the 
“CONTRACT” the “CLOCK” and the “CRUCIBLE”.

CONTRACT: Tell your audience exactly what is about 
to happen and paint an exciting picture of the journey 
that they’re about to go on. Assure them that if they 
stick with you, it’s going have a dramatic ending that 
they didn’t expect, which will transform them for the 
better.

CLOCK: Every good thriller (in business or 
entertainment) is made all the more compelling the 
greater the sense of urgency. The world might not 
explode if Robert Langdon doesn’t find the virus by 
midnight, but there may be consequences of inaction, 
failure or financial loss for the business story you are 
telling. 

CRUCIBLE: There is a crucible, a boundary, where 
every story takes place. Stay within that boundary. 
Don’t introduce parts of a different story that don’t 
serve the one you are telling. Great storytellers are 
great editors. What you leave out is often more 
important than what you put in.

😲 “AND THEN WHAT HAPPENED?”

Neil Gaiman’s favourite phrase. If your audience is 
thinking these four words, then you’re on the right 
path and doing the right thing. Forget about all the 
science (dopamine?), the structures and the 
storytelling systems, just do everything in your power 
as a communicator to get your audience on the edge 
of there seat wondering where you are going to take 
the audience next. “Surprise” is the magic word here. 
For the next presentation you’re about to give, ask 
yourself “HOW can I surprise THIS audience and give 
them something they don’t expect?”

It’s not rocket science is it?!

So good luck, safe travels, and keep these 11 words 
up your sleeve for the next time YOU need to tell a 
story that matters.





NOT EVERYBODY WANTS TO CHANGE THE WORLD. It 
took me a while to realise that. Some people just want to 
do their job, get paid and go about their business.

These are my notes from a communications programme I 
was working on recently, coaching executives how to deal 
with unresponsive (or even hostile) audiences. 🤬

Maybe you sometimes struggle with that? You want to do 
the right thing and make a difference in some small way, 
but the people who you need to buy into your idea are 
having none of it?

If so, here a few things I’ve learned that might help:

🤯 “Sometimes you need to help people do the right things 
for the wrong reasons.” (Tom Friedman, NYT)

🧠 80% of the thoughts executives have a “negative”. So if 
you want to inspire change, stop asking “What keeps you 
up at night?” and start asking, “What gets you out of 
bed?”.

🗳When dealing with senior executives (top down), 
corporate politics are not much different to social politics. 
Sometimes 49.5% people will always vote one way, and 
49.5% will go the other way. So your goal as a 
communicator is sometimes to just figure out how to 
influence the 1%.

🌍 If you're working on a more grassroots (bottom up) 
movement and you want to turn your “campaign into a 
cause”, you sometimes only need 3.5% of your audience 
to get behind your idea, before they influence everyone 
else to change. (Erica Chenoweth)

📊 One of the best filters you can use when crafting 
messages for tough audience is, “Is this relevant, 
important AND true?” (David Axelrod)

❓ Asking "Why?" 5X usually gets to the real root of a 
problem. But do it carefully and with empathy, because 
this is a sure-fire way to piss people off and make them 
angry if you don’t get it right. (Dan Pink)

THE LIGHT & DARK OF INDUSTRIAL STORYTELLING





WHY IS IT SO HARD TO TELL GOOD BUSINESS 
STORIES? Here’s 5 insights from a new programme I’m 
writing called “Storytelling in the C-Suite” that starts to 
explain why. 🤔

📚 1. There are 640+ Different Versions of Each Story!

That’s often why well written “generic” talk tracks on 
many PPT notes don’t engage CXOs. What you need are 
highly personalized scripts, brought to life with a 
framework that helps you tailor your message, to your 
audience, in a way only you can deliver. [5 CXO Decision 
Making Styles] x [4 Company Archetypes] x [2+ Genders] 
x [16 Personality Types] = 640+ 🤯

🧠 2. 75% of “Big Bet” Decision Making in the C-Suite is 
“Irrational”.

CXO decision making often goes against all relevant data 
(no matter how compelling or accurate). Decisions are 
triggered by “gut feelings” in your body and then justified 
rationally with data afterwards. One reason for this 
neurological phenomenon is because the brain stem 
becomes the spinal cord, which is the body connecting to 
the brain.

🤷 3. Women are Scientifically Better Storytellers.

Women have higher levels of oxytocin than men, which 
builds trust and demonstrates empathy, the essential 
ingredient for building connection through story. And 
while the female brain is 10% smaller than a mans and 
contains 4% less cells, it has 4X MORE nerve fibres, which 
creates more cellular connections and allows it to work 
more efficiently.

🪫 4. 80% of Our Thoughts Are Negative.

It is estimated we have 70,000 thoughts each day. 90% 
of them are the same as yesterday (general cognitive 
processing) BUT 80% are negative. That’s why we are 
encouraged to tell business stories that pose questions 
such as “What keeps you up at night?” when what we 
really should be asking is “What gets you out of bed each 
morning?”.

STORYTELLING IN THE C-SUITE

♥ 5. There Are Only 8 Core Emotions.

There are 5 “Survival Emotions” related to negative 
mindsets and 2 positive “Attachment Emotions” which 
build relationships, trust and bonding with an audience. 
The only emotion capable of changing the mindset of an 
audience is SURPRISE, also known as “The Potentiator”. 
The best stories always surprise you. This is an essential 
ingredient for winning over the hearts and minds of 
negative or “sceptical” executives.

Telling stories to important business leaders is difficult 
and can be really scary. But if you have enough EMPATHY, 
a POSITIVE mindset, a passion for BREVITY (!) and the 
ability to SIMPLIFY complexity, you won’t go far wrong.





RHETORIC

RHETORIC IS A DIRTY WORD. Many people don’t like to talk about it 
(or teach it) because it has been abused by so many leaders, for so 
long, to manipulate countries, companies or communities. But just as 
technology can be dangerous in the hands of the wrong person, 
rhetoric is also a tool that can be used to hurt people or help them.

💭 Rhetoric can be used to win campaigns “for the many not the few”.
🗯 Rhetoric can unite people around important causes.
💬 Rhetoric can turn “moments into movements”.

(Alliteration and repetition are effective rhetorical devices which can 
“make speeches soar”, as speechwriter Ted Sorensen would say).

THESE ARE MY NOTES from a lesson teaching high school kids about 
the long-lost art and science of rhetoric. You might find them 
interesting.

Rhetoric is simply “The art of persuasion. It’s the attempt by one 
human being to influence another”.

But when you look at the word “influence” that’s when things start 
getting messy. One definition states that “influence ‘forces’ people to 
do that which they wouldn’t have normally done”. And nobody wants 
to be forced or manipulated to do things they didn’t plan on doing.

That’s why we don’t like it when rhetoric is used badly (in leadership 
elections for example). Rhetoric can be “all style and no substance”. 
But in the right hands, it can also be a wonderful skill that makes the 
world work better, by influencing us to support each other a bit more.

We see a LOT of questionable rhetoric these days, so here’s 4 things 
you need to look out for:

❤ 1. PATHOS: “The Emotional Argument”. Is this person 
demonstrating true emPATHy, because they understand exactly what 
their audience needs to hear, not just want they want to tell them? 
Pathos is all about building an EMOTIONAL connection.

🙋 2. ETHOS: “The Character Based Argument”. Is this person 
trustworthy and likely to do what they say they will do, based upon 
their past experiences, credibility, and authority. Ethos is all about 
building TRUST.

📉 3. LOGOS: “The Logical Argument”. If you remove all the emotion, 
opinions, and agendas, is this argument based on data and proof? 
LOGOS is all about building fact-based EVIDENCE.

⏰ 4. KAIROS: “The Urgent Argument”. Will this argument spark an 
action that is in everyone’s best interests, and not just the interest of 
one party because there is a deadline? KAIROS is all about building 
URGENCY.

So the next time you listen to a strong speech that feels either 
motivating or manipulating, ask yourself why you felt like that? And 
think about it in terms of those 4 rhetorical “appeals”. You’ll soon 
start to get a better understanding of how to make your own 
presentations more effective.

Because as the best reporters like to remind the worst politicians, 
“You’re entitled to your own opinions, but you’re not entitled to your 
own facts”.





HOW CAN YOU CHANGE THE WORLD IN 1,000 
SECONDS? That was the challenge facing Finnish 
Prime Minister Sanna Marin when she gave the 
commencement address at New York University two 
weeks ago (17th May 2023).

Speaking in front of 39,000 students, faculty, friends 
and family at New York’s Yankee Stadium, Sanna
delivered a 966 second speech that will knock your 
socks off.

It’s being hailed by many (including me) as one of the 
best commencement addresses of all-time.

Sanna is the 46th Prime Minister of Finland and was 
the world’s youngest prime minster at the age of 34. 
Passionate about women in leadership, Sanna led an 
all-female coalition and a majority female cabinet. 
She campaigned on education, climate change, bio-
diversity loss, the energy crisis, security, diversity and 
equality; all issues that she elegantly packed into this 
16-minute masterclass. 

It is well written and well balanced. Not too political 
but strong words against Russia. Not too superficial 
but enough motivational rhetoric to inspire her young 
audience as they leave university for the wider world.

Based on a simple 1,990 word count, you can see 
that balance in the numbers as I measured it against 
Aristotle’s rhetorical appeals:

PATHOS [Emotion]: 30% (591 words)
ETHOS [Personal character]: 25% (502 words)
LOGOS [Logic & Evidence]: 26% (525 words)
KAIROS [Urgency & Action]: 19% (372 words)

There is a rhythm and a quiet confidence to her 
speech. Sanna speaks at an average of 124 words per 
minute which is the perfect cadence for a large 
stadium presentation (dropping to an Obama-esque
80+ WPM at the most emotional parts). Any more and 
her message would have been too fast and got lost. 
Any less and the energy in the stadium could have 
dropped.

“CHANGE” by SANNA MARIN

She pauses in all the right places for applause (24 
times) and to make sure that each section of her 
speech lands with the audience. Screenwriter Aaron 
Sorkin often says he hears a musicality when he is 
writing a monologue (he hears music not words) and 
it sometimes feels like that with Sanna.

Sanna starts by giving the audience everything they 
need to know about what is about to happen in the 
next few minutes and manages their expectations, 
something that all great communicators do really 
well.

1⃣ Tell them what you’re about to tell them.
2⃣ Tell them.
3⃣ Tell them what you told them.

The speech has a simple format which follows the 
shape of a 3-act structure based around the three 
pieces of advice about change that she wants to 
share with the graduating class of 2023.

“Advice number ONE: You have the right to want things 
and to want things to change.
Advice number TWO: Wanting is not enough. To change 
things, You have to take over.
And advice number THREE: You have to stop being 
afraid...”

This 16 minute speech follows a rough structure that 
anyone seeking to inspire an influential audience 
might want to emulate:

• FORMALITIES: 2:00 (Welcome)
• COLD OPEN: 2:00 (Theme)
• ADVICE #1: 2:30 (My experience)
• ADVICE #2: 6:30 (Your role)
• ADVICE #3: 2:00 (Together we can)
• CLOSE: 1:00 (“You are enough”)

Sanna mentions the word “CHANGE” 29 times -
that’s an average every 33 seconds. Repetition is 
another powerful rhetorical tool used by all the best 
communicators.

Sanna uses repetition very effectively; using it 11X in 
one section, something that many of the most confident 
speakers would never even attempt:

“Things that I saw around me that I wanted to change…. I 
wanted to see a society where everyone could love 
whomever they wanted…. I wanted to see renewed 
legislation on equal marriage and ensure human rights for 
all genders. I wanted to close the gender pay gap, and I 
wanted to see parents, mothers and fathers, to share their 
family leave more equally... I wanted to stop climate 
change and see the societies become more sustainable. I 
wanted to see a transition towards carbon neutrality and I 
wanted to end the destruction of our environment… I 
wanted a society where everyone would have equal rights 
and opportunities. I wanted to strengthen the education 
system so that every child could pursue their dreams.”

1,990-word speech scores 11.18 on the Gunning Fog 
index, a metric to measure the impact and readability of 
a script. Most business talks score well over 15 which is 
why they don’t have the impact they should. This comes 
from using too many 3-syllable (buzz)words and long 
sentences. In my experience, the best presentations 
(especially to CXO’s) all score below a 12, which is the 
average reading age of a high school student. Sanna’s
speech contained just 254 x 3+ syllable words and 131 
punctation marks making it very “readable”.

So… if you have a moment today I’d encourage you to 
watch it. Not just so that you can be inspired by her 
poise and prose as she delivers her 1,990 speech, but 
so that you can imagine how you could change 
someone’s world with your next 1,000 second 
presentation. Because the best presenters don’t need 
very long. 16 minutes 40 seconds is more than enough.

1,000 seconds to change the world?

💭MLK’s “I Have a Dream”: 970 seconds
🇺🇸 JFK’s Inauguration speech: 842 seconds
🇳🇬 Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie @AU: 833 seconds
📱 Steve Jobs commencement: 846 seconds
📝Malala Yousanzai UN address: 981 seconds
🇺🇦 Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s “New Year”: 1,000 seconds

You can change the world just by sharing your story….





TAYLOR SWIFT is one of the world’s best storytellers. 
The song “ALL TOO WELL” is by far her best song but 
when she made it into a short film in 2021 she took 
her storytelling skills to another level.

In fact, the 13-minute film (based on the 10-minute 
version of her song) is SO GOOD that Stanford 
University created a course just to study it in March 
2023. The masterclass called ITALIC99 “All Too Well: 
The 10-Week Version”.

To understand what made it so good, I’ve been 
having some fun studying everything that Taylor said 
about the song she wrote and the film she directed. 

Here’s what I learned from Taylor that might help 
you to tell better stories:

📌 STORYBOARD EVERYTHING: Create your palette 
first so that you know what colours you’re painting 
with; Hero / villains / conflicts / obstacles / media 
format / story structure. (Taylor knew she wanted a 
10-minute film featuring Sadie Sink & Dylan O’Brien, 
shot on 35MM by Rina Yang and featuring one strong 
scene which had no music playing).

✒ Apply “FOUNTAIN PEN LYRICISM” - Write every 
scene with the emotional intensity of a journal entry.

☎ Always respond to the urge to CONNECT with your 
audience in a different way. (Taylor directs movies for 
her fans which take her songs to a different place).

🧰 Revisit OLD NOTEBOOKS and journals to re-
imagine old ideas with similar themes. (Song was 
written in 2011. Movie in 2021).

💋 STUDY MOVIES and your favourite filmmaker. 
(Taylor loves John Hughes movies from the 1980’s 
and was inspired by Kramer vs Kramer).

⏰ In short movies ATTENTION SPANS fluctuate 
every 2 mins. (Av. scene in ATW is 1:51)

“ALL TOO WELL” by TAYLOR SWIFT

🧮 Create spaces that allow you to have 
“INVOLUNTARY IDEAS”. (Taylor often improvises in 
recording sessions after the 3-minute “radio version” 
ends. The 10-min version originated from a take 
when she just carried on and made up 7 more verses 
on the spot). 

📕 BE ORGANISED: Keep all your ideas in one place 
and use the notepad app on your phone religiously.

🔖 Have a compelling ONE LINE line version of your 
story. (“The Weaponisation of Memory: A story about 
girlhood calcifying into bruised adulthood”).

⁉ Include a “PORTAL GLIMPSE” in Your story - ONE 
scene that goes so deep that your audience won’t 
forget it. (Act II includes an emotional scene with 
2:46 of dialogue and no music).

🎸When performing, focus on EMPATHY and obsess 
over micro-expressions.

♥ Your hero needs to be TRANSFORMED in some 
dramatic way at the end of the story. (When Sadie 
becomes Taylor “the author”). 

🧣 Have a “THOUGHTFUL BUT BRUTAL” ending. 
(Dylan is seen wearing *THAT* red scarf and we’re 
left wondering what happens next).

💌 Finally - have FUN! It will take several years for 
your best work to evolve! 

Telling stories is hard; so as you start to apply some 
of this advice to your own stories, spare a thought for 
something Taylor was told when she was starting out 
in Nashville…

🧣🧣🧣 “It takes TEN YEARS to become an overnight success…” 🧣🧣🧣





IF YOU WANT TO BE A BETTER BUSINESS COMMUNICATOR YOU SHOULD STUDY HEMINGWAY. Many of the techniques that made him such an 
outstanding writer could help YOU to communicate more effectively at work. 

On my journey to anaylse the best speeches and deconstruct the best stories, I’ve been studying Nobel-prize winning author Ernest Hemingway a lot 
recently. I made a few notes and coloured these ones in with my girls. 🖍

So here’s a few highlights I learned that might help you to become a better writer, and maybe even encourage you to study the old man of the sea yourself…

✂ Use the ‘Iceberg Theory of Omission’ - don’t over-explain anything in your story. (Use simplistic language to tell part of your story, leaving paragraphs. 
(Learn how to use ‘polysyndeton’ where deeper meanings and motives to remain unspoken but implied).

📏 Use short sentences & short and ’stichomythia’).

✒ Don’t aim for the perfect sentence - just write the truest sentence you know.

💷 Use vigorous English. (Don’t use a $10 word if a $1 word will do the job).

💚 Be positive NOT negative.

📝Write as well as you can.

🚧 Finish what you start.

While I was in the archives at JFK Library in Boston a few weeks ago, I was amazed to discover that JFK’s speeches took around 1,000 seconds to speak
and Hemingway’s stories took around 1,000 seconds to read!!! (Hemingway’s archive is also kept at the JFK Library as a symbol of their mutual admiration -
despite their differences over Cuba). 

It’s also a curious fact that many of the best stories (like the best speeches) last around 1,000 seconds…

🎙MLK’s Dream speech: 970 seconds.
🌕 JFK’s Moon speech: 1,065 seconds. 
📖 Average time to read a Hemingway short story: 994 seconds.
🔴 Length of a TED talk: 1,080 seconds. (3 x “acts” of around 6 minutes)
🧠 Ideal length for a CXO pitch (based on their 15-16 minute attention span).

To become a great speaker and (Pulitzer-prize winning) writer, it turns out that JFK also studied Hemingway. Like Hemingway, JFK trained as a journalist to 
learn how to tell compelling short stories (often in under 300 words). This made BREVITY one of JFK’s trademarks - because understood Hemingway’s 
‘Iceberg Theory’ and he never wanted to sound like a “windbag”.

I’m a big fan of just getting started when you write and not aiming for perfection. Just SHIP SOMETHING as soon as you can (like I do with my one-pagers -
complete with all their mistakes).

So… what are you waiting for? Why not go and write something yourself?

And don’t beat yourself up if things seems a little rough at first; because as Hemingway said so eloquently, “The first draft of anything is shit”.

WRITE LIKE ERNEST HEMINGWAY





I am working on a Generative-AI “Communications 
Assistant” at the moment featuring a storytelling-
chef as a hero. Someone who works in a team of 
brilliant people (under difficult conditions and 
deadlines) but who curates an experimental menu 
and makes beautiful creations from recipes 
containing prompts and data.

I started thinking about one of my heroes Anthony 
Bourdain. A guy who loved innovation and detested 
“workman-like storytelling”. He would rather fail than 
tell a boring story.

When I consider the excitement, chaos and 
nervousness surrounding the capabilities of 
Generative-AI, this list of advice I collected many 
years ago from Bourdain’s books and shows seems 
more relevant than ever:

🎨 Aim for uninhibited creative freedom where you 
get to call the shots and work on the projects you are 
most passionate about. 

😴When people give you that freedom and support, 
don’t get lazy, sloppy or complacent. 

🎭 Be open to new experiences. 

🗺 Don’t have a rigid plan. 

🥪 Accept random acts of hospitality without 
judgement or fear. 

🏕 Don’t be afraid to wander.

🌮 Don’t be afraid to risk a bad meal (if you don’t risk 
a bad meal you won’t find the magical one).

😳 Be aware of the fact that you are probably the 
stupidest person in the room (and you don't always 
know who's really in charge or what’s actually going 
on).

🙌Most people are generally really nice and just 
trying to do the best they can under difficult 
conditions. 

ANTHONY BOURDAIN

‼ Don’t be afraid of failure. 

❌ Better to FAIL gloriously (with some style or 
creativity) than not venture or not try. 

🍣 Be humble. 

🍱 Be grateful. 

💴 Don’t go for easy money. 

🚫 Say “NO” a lot. 

🛏 Crash late. Rise early. 

📑 The story you often get is not the story you were 
chasing, but it ends up being even better. 

👩🍳 Stories too frequently fail because of the lack of a 
strong female storyteller. 

🔎 Search for different ways to tell the story. (Tell it 
backwards, use a different format?)

📖 Not everyone is going to like your story BUT that’s 
the kind of “failure” you should be chasing. 

💥 A powerful reaction to a story one way or the other 
is infinitely better than pleasing everybody. 

🧠 Look for extremes of emotions. 

💬 It takes an unreasonable attitude to see yourself 
as a storyteller who believes that somebody might 
want to listen to your story for 10 minutes. 

🎢What’s good for you in the short run is not 
necessarily good for you in the long run. 

😂 Have a sense of humour. 

🎬 Love movies.

🎥 Learn from the best cinematographers. 

⏳Work hard. 

✒ Do the best work you can every time. 

🏔 Take every challenge seriously. 

🛠 Improvise. 

📏 Improve things. 

🖍 Enjoy the process: Storytelling is like a big crayon 
box. 

🎸 Be more creative.

📝Make lists. 

⏰ Show up on time. 

✊ Respect the people you work with. 

👊 Do the best you can. 

📖 Tell stories that matter.





CONSULTANTS LOVE TO ASK "WHAT KEEPS YOU 
UP AT NIGHT?" - BUT SURELY A MUCH BETTER 
QUESTION IS "WHAT GETS YOU OUT OF BED IN 
THE MORNING?"

When I drew this one pager in 2021, over 70% of 
business professionals were experiencing some form 
of stress or anxiety and 84% of the working 
population are "concerned" about losing their jobs. 
(Edelman Trust Barometer 2021).

If you read the new Trust Barometer report you’ll 
discover that not much has changed over the last few 
years, in fact in many areas it’s got worse.

So instead of "solving problems" by focusing on that 
stress and anxiety as leverage to sell more stuff, I 
focus on the Japanese concept of Ikigai in the 
coaching and communications programmes I run at 
IBM. Unsurprisingly, helping executives to find more 
meaning and purpose in their work makes them 
happier and MUCH more productive.

The things that you're GOOD AT and the things that 
you get PAID FOR, should not be separate from the 
things you LOVE and the things that the WORLD 
NEEDS. All too often, we just view this as our 
professional life OR our personal life.

In business we love to ask people to find their "why".

We should really be helping each to other discover 
our ikigai...

IKIGAI🇯🇵 (the concept that helps you find meaning 
and purpose in your work) was popularised by 
Japanese psychiatrist Mieko Kamiya. Of all the 
concepts that I teach in my executive performance 
programmes, IKIGAI is the one that has the most 
impact by far.

I believe the goal at work is to build a business, 
change the world and have fun. IKIGAI helps you 
combine those things while making happier at work.

FIND YOUR IKIGAI

(67% of us are experiencing heightened levels of 
stress in the workplace in 2022, 4/5 execs are 
"overwhelmed" and 1 in 4 of us are struggling with 
mental health problems in some form).

We all need a strong IKIGAI to anchor onto.

🎯 It helps you align your passion with your purpose
⛓ It connects your personal & professional life
🛌 It gives you a reason to bounce out of bed (instead 
of stressing over what is keeping you up at night).

IKIGAI is made up of the Japanese words for “Life”, 
“Beauty & Elegance”, “Armour” and “To be 
worthwhile”.

4 things we all need a little more of at the moment…

So, If you’ve never written yours (and especially if 
you’re looking for a new job, building a new business 
or in the services / consulting industry) knowing your 
own IKIGAI could change your life.

Seriously. 

These are my notes from when I wrote my IKIGAI. I 
was moving into a new job at the time and I was 
feeling a little overwhelmed, so I wrote some notes 
and 17 questions to make sure I could perform at my 
best, and do the job I was supposed to be doing.

HOW TO CREATE YOUR IKIGAI:

🗓 Find a day where you can finish early (?!) consider 
getting a new notebook or a big sheet of paper and 
settling down with your favourite tunes and drink.

⭕ Draw 4 circles and start to populate each one: 
What you love ♥, What you’re good at 🎨, What the 
world needs 🌎, What you get paid for 💷.

📝 Remember these are YOUR notes so write as much 
as you can in each circle and make them as silly, as 
personal, as ambitious and as nostalgic as you can.

📌 “Good at” and “Paid for” should be your job.

❤ “Love” and “World needs” should be your passions & 
obsessions.

🔘 You won’t complete your IKIGAI straight away, but 
just start to explore where each circle overlaps.

🌈 How could you change your role / daily routine / 
business – to do more of where the circles overlap, and 
less of where they don’t?

This may take a few hours. It could MUCH longer to do it 
properly. (Weeks or months as it evolves and you find 
more clarity).

But no matter how much time you spend on this, it’s 
time well spent. It really could be a game changer for 
you, your family and your colleagues.





WHY ARE WE SO OBSESSED WITH THE NEED FOR 
STORIES TO HAVE CONFLICT IN THE WESTERN 
WORLD? Many Eastern stories FEEL different because 
they use the storytelling technique of "Kishōtenketsu".

It's one of the only storytelling structures that doesn't 
include conflict, and relies more upon contrast. The focus 
is more on the journey and the development of the 
characters, rather than a dramatic ending, where the hero 
is transformed for the better (or worse).

KISHOTENKETSU is the structure of a 4-part story (in the 
West we mostly use 3 or 5 part stories). 

• "Ki": Introduction
• "shō": Development
• "ten": Twist (a contrast NOT a conflict)
• "ketsu": Conclusion

Western stories revolve around drama, tragedy, conflict 
and obstacle. The ending of Kishōtenketsu stories are less 
conclusive and end with the characters reflecting on their 
journey together and exploring ways to live in harmony. 
And we could certainly do with a lot more of that harmony 
in the West right now…

KISHOTENKETSU





When I was 14 I wanted to be Gordon Gekko. As a kid 
from a pretty rough school in Salford that seemed like 
an unlikely dream, but I studied maths and theology 
anyway, hoping that a deeper understanding of 
numbers and people would point me in the right 
direction. I bought books on psychology to learn how 
people behaved and tried to understand why people 
believe what they believe.

I had no idea what job I was preparing for. My career 
counsellor told me to be an accountant. I just wanted 
to do something that I loved, where I could turn my 
passion into an obsession.

Isn't it funny how it's always those innocent and 
slightly naive small decisions that we make in 
uncertain times which end up being the big 
decisions? 🤷

That’s why I love the "Little People" book series. I 
read them with my twins and we talk about how 
world famous people on the TV were once just little 
people with big dreams.

🦎 Long before DAVID ATTENBOROUGH became TV 
icon “Sir David Attenborough” he was turned down by 
the BBC for a job. He eventually got one and worked 
his way up within a small department, but it wasn’t 
until he asked his boss for £500 and a camera that he 
made his mark. No fanfare. No fuss. He just wanted to 
travel to Indonesia, because he dreamed about 
showing the public a Komodo dragon for the very first 
time on TV.

🐒 JANE GOODALL was originally “just a secretary” 
who knew that her lack of scientific training would 
allow her to think differently. She dreamed about 
studying chimps in Africa, so she volunteered for a 
trip saying that she would stay as long as it took, 
because she had more patience that anyone else. 
When she discovered that chimpanzees made and 
used their own “tools” her life changed.

LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG DREAMS…

🧬 CHARLES DARWIN didn’t think many people 
would read his manuscript “On The Origin of Species” 
he just wanted to collect beetles! 

👒 COCO CHANEL just wanted to escape an 
orphanage and make hats.

✏MALALA YOUSAFZAI just wanted girls to be able 
to go to school so she started to write an anonymous 
blog for the BBC.

Big people start with small dreams and find a way to 
make them real.

The “Little People Big Dreams” look like kids books 
but don’t be fooled. There’s a lot of power in a simple 
story well told. 

Today my heroes don’t look like Gordon “Greed is 
Good” Gekko, they look more like Jane Goodall, David 
Attenborough and John Lennon.

My daughter Petra wants to save the ocean like Sylvia 
Earle when she grows up. Mathilda “just wants to be 
herself” and study lions!

So if you’re looking for some inspiration today and 
maybe you (or someone you care about) need to 
kickstart some little dreams, these books might be 
just the thing.

Take your brain on an adventure with a couple of your 
favourite people. You never know where you’ll end 
up… 🗺





SAVE THE CAT!

SAVE THE CAT! is a framework to help develop 
screenplays and novels written by Blake Snyder. 
Blake’s method is based on 10 distinctive genres and 
his 15 story beats (the Blake Snyder Beat Sheet).

If you’ve ever heard me speaking about my 
inspirations I will have mentioned Aaron Sorkin at 
some point. Probably a few times! I love his 
philosophy of stories being based on “Intention & 
Obstacle” and that he sees dialogue as music. There’s 
a rhythm to it, which he made famous in his long 
walk-and-talk sequences in The West Wing.

I’ve always enjoying using film making techniques in 
business, not just because it makes the creative 
process more fun and entertaining, but because it 
applies and framework structure to a projects that 
often has a tight budget and a deadline. Storyboards 
were never invented to help with the flow of a show 
or to play out a narrative, but to save time and money 
when investors needed a return from a successful 
film, and like in the early days of Disney, the studios 
future often depending upon it. That’s why these 
structures are so important. And also why they 
translate well to the business world.

Save the Cat is one of those brilliantly useful 
frameworks that I’d I encourage you to Google for 
yourself. I use it a lot when I’m telling big stories. 
Maybe a 2-hour presentation to turn a complicated 
technical presentation into something that feels as 
engaging as a good movie. There’s probably a “Beat 
Sheet” for one of your favourite movies.

In fact if you want to understand what makes any 
movie so good, one of the best exercises you can ever 
do is to read the Save the Cat Beat Sheet first and 
then watch the movie with a copy of the script. (I 
might have mentioned that on the Air one pager?! I’m 
a big fan of this process).

As I was trying to memorise the 15 story “beats” for a 
workshop I was giving I drew the framework for one 
of my favourite movies The Princess Bride. What I 
learned as I was drawing this one pager – something 
that I definitely wouldn’t have picked up on if I was 
just tagging a post and filing it digitally – was that 
when you are pitching a movie to get it green lit 
(funded) you have 10 minutes to tell the story of the 
movie.

There is a saying in Hollywood by film mogul Samuel 
Goldwyn that “If you can’t write your movie on the 
back of a business card then you ain’t got a movie”. 
So yes, one liners such as “Romeo & Juliet on a boat” 
are a good start, but if you’re not James Cameron 
pitching Titanic you probably need a little longer.

What I discovered that made the perfect 10-minute 
pitch for The Princess Bride when it was being 
presented to the studios was that there was a script 
that fit perfectly in each of Blake Synder’s 15 story 
beats! And not only that, given that the average 
person speaks at around 120 words per minute, they 
made sure that the pitch script was exactly 1,200 
words. Amazing.

I was so impressed that I copied the whole thing 
down (in the same way that I copied My Shot as a one 
pager when I wanted to get an idea of what it felt like 
to be Lin-Manuel Miranda writing Hamilton).







Psychologists define INSPIRATION as “a motivational concept which acts as a catalyst, in which 
inspiration is evoked (generated) from a source and a person then finds some means to transmit an 
idea and is driven to produce some creative outcome as a result”.

The problem with inspiration though is that it’s elusive, and it’s often never there when you need it. 

Writer Jack London said, “You can’t wait for inspiration. You have to go after it with a club”.

Early in 2023 I took a “THINK WEEK” in Boston, Massachusetts, inspired by Bill Gates who takes 
one once a year, and goes off to a log cabin with a big bag of books and a fridge full of Diet Coke.

My THINK WEEK consisted mostly of going after inspiration with a club; I went from boardrooms to 
bars, from ballparks to famous benches - all on my quest to seek some inspiration and think about 
“What’s next?” as The West Wing’s President Bartlett would say.

I visited Harvard and gave a couple of talks, did some improv in a bar, did a poetry reading in a rare 
bookshop near MIT, studied in the public library, researched JFK’s speeches in the JFK Presidential 
library, read through the notes that made up his most famous speeches and drunk a lot of bourbon. 
I even visited Fenway Park to talk Moneyball and sat on the bench that featured in the Good Will 
Hunting movie while I read the movie script and reminisced!

“Time you enjoy wasting is not wasted time”. John Lennon

It was a pretty spontaneous trip that required some military-style planning, a great boss and a very 
understanding family to make it happen! But if you have the chance, I highly encourage you to try 
on. Don’t let anything stand in your way. If you can find the time, and you have the means, DO IT!

We need all the inspiration and optimism we can get these days, so the less you have to "go after it 
with a club” the better!

While I was there, I pondered a few different ways that we can all be a little more inspired.

Here’s 10 to start you off… 

🍱 Learn a new skill (Masterclass, EdX, Linkedin Learning...)
⏰ Change your daily routine (Try “The 5am Club”?).
🥾 Take a long walk and choose a different path.
🪡 Spend time with an artist you’ve never met before (ask them about their process).
🗺 Create a vision board (make it intensely personal - you don’t need to show anyone).
📚 Spend a long time in a great bookstore.
📒 Keep a notebook or journal (remembering your past inspirations will light your fire faster).
🩰 Watch a great performance (I once watched a ballet to “research” storytelling without words).
📖 Read that inspirational biography you’ve not managed to find the time for yet.
💭 Ask someone their greatest life lessons.
🔴 (Re)Discover some of the best TED talks on the topic your passionate / obsessed with.

INSPIRED?



“We meet in an hour of change and challenge, in a decade of hope 
and fear, in an age of both knowledge and ignorance…”



80% OF BUSINESS PROFESSIONALS HAVE 
GLOSSOPHOBIA (the fear of public speaking). Some 
surveys even suggest that more people fear public 
speaking than they do of drowning! Glossophobia can 
manifest itself as nervousness around a large 
audience, imposter syndrome, lack of confidence or 
charisma or a genuine fear of being in front of a 
microphone. 

In March 2023 I traveled to Boston to study two 
famous speeches in an attempt to understand HOW 
great communications are crafted. One of the most 
encouraging things I learned while I was there was 
that JFK wasn't a great speaker early in his career. 
History remembers JFK as one of the world’s most 
inspiring communicators, but when he was initially 
running for public office he wasn’t very good at all. He 
lacked confidence and had poor body language. He 
didn’t keep eye contact with his audience and his 
voice was often quiet and often monotone.

He studied journalism and authors like Hemingway to 
become a great writer (he won the Pulitzer Prize for 
Profiles in Courage), but his public speaking left a lot 
of be desired due to his lack of communication skills 
and his health condition.

He suffered from such chronic back-pain as a result 
of his war injuries that he took a lot of drugs each day, 
and wore a cumbersome back brace most of the time. 
(That’s why he wore his suit with both buttons 
fastened so that you can’t see the brace, despite the 
style being to only fasten one button).

He was in intense pain while giving many of his most 
popular speeches, which to me makes them all the 
more impressive because he NEVER publicly 
complained about his condition. He always appeared 
optimistic and positive, and he rarely appeared on his 
crutches in front of a camera, despite struggling 
physically with his Addisons disease.

It wasn’t until Kennedy met Theodore Sorensen and 
surrounded himself with great strategists such as 
Mike Feldman and Arthur Schlesinger that he started 
to gain confidence as a communicator.

JFK

JFK devoted himself to becoming a great speaker 
because he knew that if was to get where he wanted 
to go, he would end up going head to head with 
intellectuals like Richard Nixon. 

JFK performed so well in the 4 presidential debates 
against Nixon in 1960 that he went from being behind 
in the polls to becoming a clear favourite because he 
"performed" SO well on camera. 

I share this small insight with you because 8 out of 
every 10 people reading this post are nervous or 
scared of public speaking in some way. You might 
have something to say but you’re nervous of saying it. 
You may lack confidence, experience imposter 
syndrome, or have a fear of forgetting what to say 
when several eyes are focused on you.

But that’s why JFK gives me hope. Any of us can 
overcome our fears and anxiety (especially in front of 
an audience) if we just work hard enough, surround 
ourselves with the right people, rehearse (a lot) and 
believe in ourselves.

I could have asked ChatGPT all this, but it wouldn’t 
have been able to walk me through President 
Kennedy’s process, and then show me what it felt like 
to sit in his chair in Boston and understand WHY it 
took 17 hours to craft a 17 minute “Moon Speech”.

I could have just searched the John F. Kennedy 
Library Foundation digital archives for original speech 
transcripts but I wouldn’t have seen his handwritten 
notes, self-directed prompts or audio dictation that 
helped me to understand why his 15-minute “Ask 
Not” inauguration speech took over 200 hours to 
write.

I could have video called a speechwriter for answers, 
but that wouldn’t have helped me to figure out HOW 
to apply some of these methods myself.

I needed to EXPERIENCE these things. Why? 
Because great communication is about EMPATHY. 

EMPATHY is about putting yourself in someone else’s 
shoes and seeing things from their perspective. 
Empathy comes from a fancy Greek word speechwriters 
like to use call “PATHOS” which translates as 
“EXPERIENCE” or “EMOTION.”

ALL the best presentations need to be emotional (even 
the most technical ones). Generative-AI tools are 
helpful research assistants that can save you time 
(when they can accurately cite their sources), but they 
will never help you connect with an audience 
emotionally. To connect with an audience properly takes 
time. It requires empathy. There are no short cuts. You 
need to be well read. You need to be a good writer.

And if you want your audience to ACT or DO something, 
you need to understand their psychology and decision 
making styles (which varies dramatically between 
cultures, counties or corporate archetypes). You need to 
appreciate that it takes a LONG time to create a good 
presentation.

I discovered that it takes on average an 1 HOUR PER 
MINUTE to write a great presentation; but that’s only 
providing you have all the relevant data in place first, 
otherwise you’re looking closer to 10 HOURS PER 
MINUTE to craft an important presentation. The best 
speeches are hardly ever spontaneous. Not MLK’s “I 
Have a Dream”. Not even Lincoln’s “Gettysburg 
Address”. (Parts of them might have been improvised, 
but they had a LONG time invested in them beforehand). 
A good business example is Simon Sinek’s ‘Start With 
Why’ 18-minute TED talk. He told me it took him 200 
hours to create.

So the next time you’ve got an important presentation 
coming up, make sure you give yourself enough time to 
do it justice. And if you can, make your process an 
EXPERIENCE. Your audience will thank you for it…

“If we are strong, our strength will speak for itself. If 
we are weak, our words will be of no help”.
President John F. Kennedy

https://www.linkedin.com/company/jfklfoundation/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jfklfoundation/


HOW DO YOU GO FROM FAILING ENGLISH AT 
HARVARD TO WINNING A PULITZER PRIZE FOR 
STORYTELLING?

That was the journey JFK embarked upon when he 
committed to become a more effective communicator 
and a better storyteller.

“Much too long, wordy, repetitious… Yet, thesis shows 
real interest and reasonable amount of work, though 
labour of condensation would have helped. Many 
typographical errors. English diction defective”. JFK’s 
Professor of Government at Harvard.

So how did JFK go from “defective” to distinguished? 
(And what can we learn from him?)

Deep in the archives of the JFK Presidential Library in 
Boston I went on an adventure to try and understand 
HOW President Kennedy became such a great 
communicator and compelling storyteller.

A few of the things I discovered:

📰When JFK left the Navy he trained as a journalist 
and covered formation of the United Nations. He 
wrote 300 word stories for Hearst newspapers from 
the point of view of a serviceman.

📖 He attended the Foundation for Better Reading in 
Baltimore to learn how to speed-read. He achieved 
1200 words a minute. (Most people can read 300)

🕵 Once he could speed-read he devoured books 
from great authors. Among his favourites was the 
James Bond novel “From Russia With Love” by Ian 
Fleming.

📝 He studied Hemingway’s short stories to 
appreciate how he wrote short, simple but powerful 
sentences. (They later became friends and ‘Profiles in 
Courage’ opens with a Hemingway quote).

JFK

🌬 JFK made his speech writer Ted Sorensen his 
special advisor, to ensure that none of his 
communications would make him sound like a 
“windbag”. (Every great communicator needs a great 
editor).

✒ He kept a wooden box of small notes on his desk 
to encourage himself to write with brevity.

🗣 JFK was a fan of 1,000 second speeches. Speaking 
at 120 words per minute, Sorensen and JFK aimed 
for 2,000 word speeches or less.

📰 JFK’s Moon Speech delivered at Rice University in 
1962 has one of the strongest open lines of a speech 
ever given. In my opinion it’s the greatest technology 
speech ever given. The speech lasted just over 1,000 
seconds and took weeks to write, with final edits 
happening in the bar the night before with Ted 
Sorensen and JFK’s secretary.

“We meet in an hour of change and challenge, in 
a decade of hope and fear, in an age of both 
knowledge and ignorance. The greater our 
knowledge increases, the greater our ignorance 
unfolds….”

⏱ Curiously, Hemingway’s short stories average 
4,940 words. For most people reading at 300 words 
per minute, they take 1,000 seconds to read.

Coincidence?

I don’t think so.





THE GETTYSBERG ADDRESS

These are some of my notes from a “Ten Words” 
podcast I did on President Lincoln’s Gettysberg
Address in 2018. The speech is regarded by most 
speechwriters as the greatest speech ever given. (It’s 
usually a heated debate between this and MLK’s “I 
have a dream” speech – and contrary to popular 
belief, both speeches were very well crafted and 
rehearsed long before they were given).

Why are we so obsessed with long video calls, 
lengthy presentations and drawn-out speeches? The 
best speech of all-time was just 272 words long. 
That's 10 sentences delivered in around 2 minutes.

JFK's speech writer said that the best speeches 
consist of just 4 elements: Charity, clarity, levity and 
brevity. I've been teaching CXOs on the Gettysburg 
Address for a few years now and there's a lot of stuff 
we can learn from it. 

I don't think it matters that you're in business and 
Lincoln was delivering "a few appropriate remarks" to 
mark a political occasion. All that matters is that you 
have a big idea, and you can communicate it in small 
words and short sentences.

President Lincoln was only the warm-up act that day 
for the main speaker who was Edward Everett, a 
famous speaker who many travelled to listen to and 
who spoke for two hours.

The main reason that there is only one photograph of 
Lincoln giving his speech that day is that the 
photographer assumed he’d have a while to get ready 
as he was setting up his equipment. Unfortunately for 
him, the speech was almost over by the time he took 
his lens cap off.

Everett later said, “I should be glad, if I could flatter 
myself that I came as near to the central idea of the 
occasion, in two hours, as you did in two minutes.”

Why take 20 minutes or a 2 hours for your 
presentation if you can get the job done in 2?

My notes from the Lincoln podcast episode gave birth to my one pagers. I’ve always enjoyed taking notes visually (they suit my ADHD 
brain) but I still struggled when they were spread across various pages in a notebook. I used to use a Moleskine notebook but it was too 
small so I moved to a large Leucuhtturm1917 notebook. And when that still wasn’t big enough for my ideas and my drawings, I just made 
the paper bigger. For the last few years now I’ve been using A2 grid paper.



The Gettysburg address is the perfect speech. MLK’s dream speech is up there, but what President Lincoln managed to do in 10 
sentences with just 272 words was nothing short of genius. When great speechwriters like Ted Sorensen say brevity is the most important element 

of any speech (keep it short), they’re usually thinking about The Gettysburg address. Why take 20 minutes or more if you can get the job done in 2?



WALT DISNEY USED TO SAY “A GOOD STORY CAN TAKE YOU ON A GREAT JOURNEY”. 
The journey of the Disney Art School began on 15th November 1932. It was a time of 
depression, and the school was created to upskill unemployed workers who didn’t have a 
career. It turned out to be one of the smartest moves Walt Disney ever made. This little 
art school trained all the animators needed to work on Disney’s first feature-length 
cartoon, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (the first movie to ever use storyboards). 🟨🖊

I drew these notes while I was studying Walt Disney Studios and trying to understand 
what made their Imagineers so special. How did they learn to think differently? Where did 
their unquenchable curiosity and sense of adventure come from? And how did they 
manage it in a corporate setting, up against deadlines, tight budgets and the constant 
threat of failure? Things I’m always conscious of in my own job.

“Storytellers restore order with imagination. We instil hope”. Walt Disney

For inspiration, I turned to LOU PROSPERI who has written two excellent books on the 
IMAGINEERS at Disney and Walt Disney’s process for accelerating innovation and 
creative thought.

“IMAGINEERING” combines IMAGINation + enginEERING. 💡📐

It’s a mindset that Disney innovators use to invent new technologies, and build exciting 
experiences on sound stages, on studio sets, and in the theme parks.

“I like the impossible because there’s less competition”. Walt Disney 🖌

This 5-level pyramid was created as a model to help accelerate creativity and innovation. 
I think it’s as relevant today as it was when it was created back then.

💛 The 5 “Foundations” are the principles of Imagineering and creative thought.

🧡 The 4 “Wayfinding” blocks position you as the trusted guide who needs to grab the 
audience’s attention.

❤ “Visual Communication” helps you tell a compelling story.

💚 “Making it Memorable” reinforces your message on a deep emotional level.

💙 At the top of the pyramid is “Plussing”. It’s Walt’s cardinal rule and it’s my favourite, 
because it pushes you to ask yourself, “HOW DO I MAKE THIS BETTER?”

So the next time you’re in a design thinking workshop, or planning out the narrative of 
your story for an important presentation, think of the folks 90 years ago who came before 
you. As their world was also being disrupted in tough economic times, they were learning 
how to draw and colour in, so that they could bring a little magic to people’s lives. 🎨

WALT DISNEY’S IMAGINEERS





I HATE PIXAR’S 22 RULES OF STORYTELLING. 
Not because they’ve been presented to death, or 
because they’re not great (of course they are), 
but because they are taken out of context in 
business. In many cases, they just don’t work. 
They’re great for inspiration as I was exploring in 
this one pager. But in many cases, people over-
emphasise their importance in the corporate 
world. 

I’m sure you’ve been in a business storytelling 
workshop where they were flashed up at one 
point as a measure of excellence. The presenter 
may have even recounted how Steve Jobs loved 
them and even crafted his iPhone launch speech 
(one of the best business presentations of all-
time) on Pixar’s structure; a framework of rules 
used on Finding Nemo and Toy Story. Maybe the 
one hour forty-five minute iPhone speech does 
follow the structure of Nemo? Maybe it doesn’t. 
Steve never said. But that’s not the point. 

Over the years I’ve done many lectures on Pixar's 
22 Rules of Storytelling. But not so much 
focusing on the rules themselves; more the 
dangerous comparison between assuming that 
the same rules always apply between storytelling 
for entertainment and storytelling for business.

In the B2B world for example, it is estimated that 
an audiences attention span is 75 seconds NOT 
75 minutes. But the objective is still the same - to 
tell stories that make people FEEL something....

Like any rules, these ones are here to be learned.

And broken.

❤

THE RULES OF STORYTELLING?

PIXAR’S 22 RULES OF STORYTELLING

1. You admire a character for trying more than for their successes.

2. You gotta keep in mind what’s interesting to you as an audience, not what’s fun to do as a writer. They can be very different.

3. Trying for theme is important, but you won’t see what the story is actually about til you’re at the end of it. Now rewrite.

4. Once upon a time there was ___. Every day, ___. One day ___. Because of that, ___. Because of that, ___. Until finally ___.

5. Simplify. Focus. Combine characters. Hop over detours. You’ll feel like you’re losing valuable stuff but it sets you free.

6. What is your character good at, comfortable with? Throw the polar opposite at them. Challenge them. How do they deal?

7. Come up with your ending before you figure out your middle. Seriously. Endings are hard, get yours working up front.

8. Finish your story, let go even if it’s not perfect. In an ideal world you have both, but move on. Do better next time.

9. When you’re stuck, make a list of what WOULDN’T happen next. Lots of times the material to get you unstuck will show up.

10. Pull apart the stories you like. What you like in them is a part of you; you’ve got to recognize it before you can use it.

11. Putting it on paper lets you start fixing it. If it stays in your head, a perfect idea, you’ll never share it with anyone.

12. Discount the 1st thing that comes to mind. And the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th – get the obvious out of the way. Surprise yourself.

13. Give your characters opinions. Passive/malleable might seem likable to you as you write, but it’s poison to the audience.

14. Why must you tell THIS story? What’s the belief burning within you that your story feeds off of? That’s the heart of it.

15. If you were your character, in this situation, how would you feel? Honesty lends credibility to unbelievable situations.

16. What are the stakes? Give us reason to root for the character. What happens if they don’t succeed? Stack the odds against.

17. No work is ever wasted. If it’s not working, let go and move on – it’ll come back around to be useful later.

18. You have to know yourself: the difference between doing your best & fussing. Story is testing, not refining.

19. Coincidences to get characters into trouble are great; coincidences to get them out of it are cheating.

20. Exercise: take the building blocks of a movie you dislike. How d’you rearrange them into what you DO like?

21. You gotta identify with your situation/characters, can’t just write ‘cool’. What would make YOU act that way?

22. What’s the essence of your story? Most economical telling of it? If you know that, you can build out from there.

“The most powerful person in the world is the storyteller. The storyteller sets the vision, values and agenda”.
Steve Jobs





I enjoy taking stories to pieces to see HOW (and why) 
they work. I watched “My Octopus Teacher” 🐙 with 
my 6-year old daughters and I was so blown away by 
their reaction, that I thought it would be a fun one to 
dive into. 🌊

I LOVE this film but also love its backstory. It doesn’t 
just give us all a little encouragement to tell 
inspirational stories in our own way, but it also shows 
what a small inexperienced team with a BIG vision 
can do. Especially when they challenge what the 
industry (and more experienced leaders) think they 
should do.

I think the most impressive thing about this movie is 
that it was director Pippa Ehrlich’s first feature. She 
admitted to being so naïve about making it that she 
didn’t know what she couldn’t do. By thinking 
differently and putting herself on the line for a small 
project she believed in (she gave up her job to do it), 
she created something unique that won an Oscar. For 
her FIRST film!

8 THINGS STORYTELLERS CAN LEARN FROM “MY 
OCTOPUS TEACHER”

✉ Your story OUTLINE should fit on the back of an 
envelope. “This is a story about a man who goes 
diving in the freezing cold ocean every day, to escape 
his troubles, with no wetsuit or scuba gear, and falls 
in love with an octopus”.

🐙 Every great story (even in business) needs to have 
a strong “SHAPE”. It needs peaks, troughs, character 
arcs, hero’s (octopus), a guide (Craig Foster), villains 
(Pyjama sharks), exciting adventures, set-backs, 
rebirths and someone being transformed by the end 
of the journey.

🎙 DON’T OVER COMPLICATE THINGS. Despite 
being told it wouldn’t work, this movie only features 
ONE voice (Craig’s) throughout the entire film. And 
it’s captivating.

MY OCTOPUS TEACHER

🎞 Have a strong “COLD OPEN”. The opening 2 
minutes of the film sets the scene for the rest of the 
movie.

💙 Root your story in strong VALUES. This looks like 
it’s a story about a Craig, the ocean, an octopus and 
pyjama sharks. It’s actually a story about mental 
health, feminism and motherhood.

📝 If you BELIEVE in your story, don’t let anyone else 
derail it. Netflix won an Oscar for this film but they 
initially turned it down. (A new commissioning editor 
watched a clip on a plane with his child who loves 
octopuses!)

🎥 It takes 10 YEARS to be an overnight success. 
Craig started filming on his own in 2010. He didn’t 
think anyone else would be interested in his 
“obsession”. A small crew came together in 2015. 
Released in 2020. Won an Oscar in 2021.

🗺 One person can turn their camera into a CAUSE. 
Craig named the area in the movie as the “Great 
African Sea Forest”. It is now a protected area 
1000km long.

Have you seen it, and did you love it too? I’d love to 
know why and what you took away from it…

If not, you NEED to watch it soon! 🐙🌊





“ONLY WHEN OUR CLEVER BRAIN AND OUR 
HUMAN HEART WORK TOGETHER IN HARMONY 
CAN WE ACHIEVE OUR TRUE POTENTIAL.”
Dr. Jane Goodall.

For this one pager I was studying Aristotle's 
'appeals' today and learning why activists and 
evangelists like Jane are such compelling speakers. 

My epiphany came as during some research for a 
lecture on Social Impact Storytelling at Georgetown 
University where some of Jane’s former team work, 
and I noticed that she uses six specific narratives, 
each one tailored for a different audience.

Her basic speech covering conservation and care for 
the environment is much the same wherever she 
goes; much like the preacher with 52 different ways 
to give the same sermon each year.

Politicians who are running for office call this a 
“Stump Speech” – a 30-45 minute speech that 
covers their manifesto and why you should vote for 
them. It can be broken up into smaller pieces and 
re-purposed with emphasis on different parts 
depending upon which audience you are speaking 
to. That’s exactly what Jane does.

By changing the levels of 'ethos' (credibility & 
authority), 'logos' (reason & proof) and 'pathos' 
(values & emotion), she is able to make sure that 
every message resonates with each audience.

Jane is one of my favourite humans who sees her 
career as a "calling", which is why she's still going 
strong at 86!

She inspires me to make sure that I will always have 
a job where work doesn't always feel like "work"...

JANE GOODALL





SUSTAINABILITY LEADERS NEED TO THINK MORE 
LIKE ARCHITECTS. 📐 They need to embrace the 
idea of HEDONISTIC SUSTAINABILITY. 🌿 Two big 
words. One BIG idea. The concept was invented by 
Danish architect BJARKE INGELS. He’s one of the 
world’s top architects in sustainable design, who only 
became an architect when he realised he couldn’t 
have a career creating comic books! 🖍

Bjarke came up with the concept of “Hedonistic 
Sustainability” in 2011. He suggested that living 
sustainably should NOT be a sacrificial investment for 
the greater good. 

"Sustainable design should be FUN. It should also be 
vibrant AND improve the quality of life for the 
individuals involved". 

But the way we talk about living sustainably is usually 
framed as “doing without”.

“Don’t drive your car... Eat less meat... Switch off the 
lights.. Watch less TV... Don’t fly… Take shorter 
showers…”

Sacrifice things. Give up stuff. Do without.

This type of negative thinking doesn’t resonate well 
with a lot of people, because who likes being told that 
they can’t have something that they like? (And 
negativity seldom inspires an audience to act).

BUT…

🗺 What if… Living sustainably meant that you 
COULD have the life you wanted, while protecting the 
planet and serving your local community, at the same 
time? 

🏡 What if… It didn’t feel like you were sacrificing 
anything to live more sustainably?

🏗 What if… Sustainability always INCREASED your 
quality of life?

HEDONISTIC SUSTAINABILITY

It’s obviously lot more nuanced than that, and can be 
misinterpreted as undermining some important 
environmental actions (eg. flying is bad and we 
should all eat less meat), but that’s not the point 
Bjarke wanted to make. (Read his book “Yes is More” 
or listen to his TED talk).

What all this does is spark an important conversation. 
One that engages a much wider audience than just 
the ones who know what’s going on at #COP.

Hedonistic Sustainability requires OPTIMISM. And a 
lot of CREATIVITY. Two things we all need a bit more 
of?

Because whilst architects may be bound by 85% of 
the things they can’t change (building regulations, 
budgets, zoning restrictions, timelines, gravity) in the 
other 15% is where they get to be creative and work 
their MAGIC. 🪄

📏 In that 15% is where architects get to solve big 
urban problems and reframe the debate.

🖼 In that 15% is where they become Bjarke Ingels, 
Norman Foster or Frank Gehry. 

✏ In that 15% is where they create the LEGO House, 
Viaduc de Millau or The Walt Disney Concert Hall, by 
thinking differently than all the other architects.

Maybe WE should stop focusing on the 85% of the 
things we can’t change, and focus more positively on 
the 15%, where can work our own magic AND inspire 
others to change? 💚🌎





“SUSTAINABILITY” feels like it’s been a buzzword in 
business for ages (for companies like Patagonia it 
has), but it’s only been the last few years that the 
majority of business leaders have obsessed over it. 

But what if there is no such thing as a truly 
“sustainable business”? What if all we can actually do 
is endeavour to reduce our impact as much as 
possible, while aiming to provide the highest quality 
products and services for our customers? Because if 
you think about it, the very act of making anything, or 
providing a service, has a negative impact on the 
planet in some way. No company understands this 
more than Patagonia. 

I took a “reading week” in 2022 just to stare at the 
ocean and read these three amazing books from 
Patagonia’s founder Yvon Chouinard:

💚 Let My People Go Surfing
💚 The Responsible Company
💚 Tools For Grassroots Activism

All three of them are game changers.

They reminded me of the commercial leaders and 
economists who I work with. Many of whom preach 
the gospel of continuous growth and progress. But 
infinite progress does not work on a finite planet. 

It took us 10,000 generations to reach 2 billion 
people on this planet. But when you think that within 
the next 2 generations we will almost 10 billion of us, 
who realise that something profound is happening. 
There is not enough naturally sourced food or fibres 
to feed and clothe the global population that we 
currently have, let alone the billions more who will 
need warmth and nourishment by 2050.

This is not obviously sustainable. 

The Oxford English Dictionary defines ‘sustainable’ 
as: “Conserving an ecological balance by avoiding 
depletion of natural resources”.

PATAGONIA

As business leaders, I believe we have an amazing 
opportunity to make a difference. Not just by raising 
awareness of these problems, but by using our tools, 
talents and technologies to make a genuinely positive 
impact on the planet and the people we serve. 

But first we need to acknowledge that nothing we do 
is 100% “sustainable”.

“Any attempt to achieve sustainability on this 
planet with more than 7 billion of us is doomed to 
FAIL. But rather than shut the doors, bury our cars 
and become hermits, we can work towards 
sustainability, recognising that it is an ever 
receding summit”.

Yvon Chouinard





THE BEST PRESENTATION I EVER SAW WAS 615 
SLIDES LONG. It took 2 hours 43 minutes to deliver 
in one sitting, but it felt like 20. And most of the 
audience were on the edge of their seats the whole 
time.

This was Al Gore’s slideshow for Climate Reality 
Leadership Corps delivered in Minneapolis back in 
2019. What was even more curious about the training 
was that we were advised not to take notes straight 
away, but concentrate on how we FELT. As we 
watched the slides, heard the stories and studied the 
science it was like watching a great conductor 
directing a symphony.

The slides went fast then slow. Al Gore’s voice was 
direct and dramatic when he was talking about 
politics, but quiet and reflective when he was talking 
about the planet or people. The slides were intense. 
Some made us laugh. A few made me cry. And there 
were long pauses with a black screen after each 
section to bring the attention back onto him and his 
message. It was a masterclass in the art and science 
of presenting.

These are the notes I took after the training for ‘Truth 
in 10’. This is the part where Al Gore trains climate 
leaders to deliver their own version of that epic 
slideshow in 10 minutes. He has a very unique style 
that creates drama and tension. I’ve added my own 
transition notes which are also colour coded for 
pauses // and the types of emotions that I want the 
audience to feel.

• 10 mins
• 3 Act structure
• 55 x "Wallpaper" slides per deck
• Script: 180 words per min
• Slide transitions av. 11 secs

That’s a LOT of work for a 10-minute presentation!

Roughly 100 hours in fact. Which is what the best 
TED speakers invest in their decks. 10 hours per 
minute!

TRUTH IN TEN

Al Gore’s ‘Truth in 10’ breaks many of the rules of 
traditional presenting, but his objective is not just to 
teach people climate science, it’s to inspire them to 
ACT. And he’s spent so long working on his craft, that 
he’s learned exactly HOW to break the rules in order 
to make his presentations memorable.

The point of any story is to make people FEEL 
something. And the point of a purpose-driven story 
like this one about the climate crisis, is to inspire 
people to DO something.

Thousands of leaders have been trained so far. If 
you’d like to be one of them, you can sign up for the 
next training at TheClimateRealityProject.org





Thomas Friedman is a three-time Pulitzer Prize winner 
who is a weekly columnist for The New York Times. He 
has written extensively on foreign affairs, global trade, 
the Middle East, globalization, and environmental issues.

I met him earlier in 2019 at a training session with Al 
Gore for the Climate Reality Leadership Corps. Under his 
name on his business card, instead of giving his job title 
it just says “Heating & Lighting”, which does what any 
good business card is supposed to do; it sparks a 
conversation and makes you ask why?

Search YouTube for “How to Write an Op-Ed for the 
New York Times” for the answer. You won’t be 
disappointed.

Friedman’s book "Thank You for Being Late" is the best 
book I read in 2019. I've since read it twice again. So I 
made some time to review my notes and turn them into a 
simple one-pager.

It's such an excellent read if you've not found the time or 
come across it already. It talks about how long before 
COVID-19 we were already overwhelmed and in the 
middle of not one, not two, but THREE major crises. 
(Globalisation, technology and climate change). The way 
that Tom Friedman thoughtfully explores the crisis of 
"Markets, "Moore's Law" and "Mother Nature" shows you 
exactly why he has 3 Pulitzer prizes to his name.

Friedman inspired me to name “Communications 
Thinking” because he told me that if you want to own 
something you need to name it. It’s a process that I 
created at IBM but before I met Tom it didn’t have a 
name. Years later, I can’t think him enough because I am 
often introduced as the guy who invented 
“Communications Thinking”. I didn’t really invent it. I just 
curated some good frameworks and re-mixed them for 
business. But that’s missing the point. Tom helped me to 
become a little bit more memorable. Just like his 
business card.

Put Thank You For Being Late on your reading list. You 
won't be disappointed.

HEATING & LIGHTING





MAYFLOWER x CLIMATE KEYNOTE

IF YOU WANT TO SPEAK TO CEO’S, LEARN HOW TO 
SPEAK TO 6-YEAR OLDS! Here’s some rules I stick to 
when speaking to difficult audiences. Not too long ago I 
was set a mission to give a primary school assembly on 
ocean science and emerging technology.  I approached 
my mission the same way I would speaking to a C-suite 
audience because many of the “rules” I use seem just 
as relevant in the boardroom as they are in a classroom. 
They might even help you present to your next audience, 
whether they’re 6 or 60!

🎁 Your Audience Wants PRESENTS Not 
Presentations.

All the best people get nervous before giving an 
important present(ation). But imagine your next 
presentation is a gift. Everyone enjoys giving and most 
people enjoy receiving. It’s a mindset. Audiences will be 
a lot more forgiving than you think, especially if you 
mess up in front of them. Just get back on track quickly 
and make sure they’re still with you.

📖 Your Audience Wants STORIES Not Statistics.

Audiences listen with HEARTS not just their EARs. You 
can give some people all the data in the world, but they 
still won’t believe you, they might not understand it, or 
they’ll just question your methodology. Stories are far 
more memorable. Just make sure you know every 
statistic behind your story when they question you.

🧑💻 Your Audience Wants To See YOU Not Your Slides.

Despite what you may think, most important high-level 
presentations don’t need slides. But if you’re going to 
use them, treat them like wallpaper. The less words the 
better. No words is best.

👩🎤 Turn Your Presentation Into a PERFORMANCE.

All the best speeches have a musicality to them. They 
speed up & slow down. They get loud and go quiet. Use 
props. Mute that video and give a voice over instead. 
Vary the frequency of slide transitions. Make a black 
screen your friend. Dress well. Use good quotes. Take 
dramatic pauses. Smile a lot.

⏳ Your Audience Won’t CONCENTRATE For As Long 
As You Think.

They will make an initial judgement about you in <5 
seconds. They’ll then give you 75-seconds to make your 
case. And then their attention will wane at 6-minutes. 
JFK once said if you speak for longer than 12-minutes, 
the audience will be thinking about food or sex. He was 
probably right.

⏰ Your Audience Can Tell If You’ve Not PREPARED.

Tech often breaks. Timing moves. Stage and seat layouts 
are not where you expect... Audiences need wee breaks 
(whether they’re 6 or 60!)... You might get heckled... You 
might lose your notes... The auto-cue fails… You get the 
idea. **DON’T PRACTICE YOUR PRESENTATION UNTIL 
YOU GET IT RIGHT, PRACTICE UNTIL YOU CAN NEVER 
GET IT WRONG**

♥ If You Want Your Audience to DO Something You 
Need to Make Them FEEL Something.

Important presentations are tough. Especially mission-
critical ones where you want them to act. You want to 
tick EVERY box, show EVERY asset and share EVERY 
statistic. But less IS always more. You just need to know 
what “more” is! Because at the end of the day YOUR 
AUDIENCE IS NOT PERSUADED BY WHAT YOU SAY, BUT 
BY WHAT THEY UNDERSTAND!

Now it’s up to you...

Go and tell stories that matter. 💚🌎

ASSEMBLY





The BEST STORIES do 6 things really well: They INSPIRE, INFORM, ENTERTAIN, 
EDUCATE, CHALLENGE & SOLVE PROBLEMS. The best communicators vary the 
levels of those 6 elements depending upon what they want their audience to FEEL 
and what they would like them to DO afterwards.

I’ve been studying the great science communicator Carl Sagan this weekend, in 
preparation for a seminar I’m giving to business leaders about Quantum 
Computing. Carl’s career focused around educating mass audiences about the 
promise and power of science and technology. I studied different presentations 
he gave to 6 different audiences; University students, CEO’s in business schools, 
TV audiences, casual readers, scientists and politicians. 

After studying many speeches, lectures and TV shows, I noticed that even though 
he had a similar educational MISSION for each audience, he generally had a 
different THEME for each one.

Need to inspire a TV audience? Create empathy.

Educating politicians in Congress about Climate Change? Make sure to spark 
action so that they actually DO something...

I tried to simplify everything I learned from Carl onto this simple one pager so 
that I can remember it and apply it myself. It might help you to prepare for your 
next difficult presentation?

I boiled Carl’s advice down into 6 QUESTIONS you can ask yourself if you want to 
become a better communicator:

📖 Is this a story ONLY you can tell?

😳 How can you SURPRISE your audience?

🤷 What important TRUTH do most people disagree with you on?

🔭 What big PROBLEM are you solving?

🌍 What KNOWLEDGE are you giving your audience as a gift?

🗺 Why should your AUDIENCE do what you ask?

CARL SAGAN

Like many great speakers, Carl viewed his PRESENT-ations as “presents” for his 
audience. (Chris Anderson teaches this concept at TED). Think of your talk as a 
gift an audience would enjoy receiving, so that they FEEL something and might be 
compelled to DO what you ask.

Carl was also brilliant because he used the art of RHETORIC when he spoke. He 
combined information and inspiration effortlessly. He gave technical/educational 
talks but made sure they were always entertaining. Each of his presentations 
featured some element of PATHOS (an emotional argument), ETHOS (a personal 
argument), LOGOS (a data-driven argument) and KAIROS (good timing and a 
sense of urgency). 

Rhetoric has a bad reputation (mostly because of how politicians abuse it). It isn’t 
studied anywhere near enough today but it should be, because if you want to be a 
great communicator (in business or science), rhetoric is as relevant for you as it 
was to Carl Sagan and Aristotle. It isn’t complicated to learn, it just takes a little 
practice to do it well.

So the next time you are presenting something important where you need your 
audience to act (especially if you need to simplify a complicated topic), remember 
to include just the right amount of EMOTION (Pathos), AUTHORITY (Ethos), DATA 
(Logos) and URGENCY (Kairos) and you won’t go far wrong.





We spend so much time discussing how BAD things 
are, that we don’t take enough time talking about 
how GOOD other things are...

I spend a lot of time with business leaders who talk 
about CHANGE. Davos is full of them at the moment. 
But what leaders should really be talking about is 
PROGRESS.

Change is easy. It happens by itself. The laws of 
science and nature are often in charge. And not all 
change is good or for the better.

Progress on the other hand – the form of innovation 
practiced consciously by human beings – is 
deliberate and difficult. It pushes things forward and 
makes them better. 

At IBM our ‘purpose’ is to try and “be the catalysts 
that make the world work better”. I’ve always loved 
that line. Everyone should adopt that mantra. Not just 
IBMers.

Of course there is still much to do. Our finite planet is 
struggling to sustain exponential growth. But the fact 
that we know this, and we mostly have the solutions 
at hand (and know what we *should* do with them), 
is at least one reason to be optimistic.

I love that The Earthshot Prize was founded on the 
concept that “URGENCY + OPTIMISM = ACTION”. 
That’s a great equation to advance progress if ever 
there was one.

(Urgency + Pessimism just doesn’t get the job done).

Think about what has radically reduced over the last 
2 decades? Water use, travel and car ownership, 
metals and paper use, cement use and meat eating...

Since 1990 child mortality has halved, extreme 
poverty has fallen dramatically, maternal mortality 
has declined by 43% and life expectancy is up 6 
years.

PROGRESS

I could go on but you can google the rest.

My point is that we should remain optimistic and 
hopeful because we know that humans CAN change 
their ways. We do it constantly, and often for the 
better.

Nobody a generation ago would have imagined that 
many of us would now live in a world without a 
constant fog of tobacco smoke, where drink-driving is 
banned and where same-sex relationships are 
celebrated in many places.

But we do, because we have chosen to. And 
sometimes we change quite suddenly because like 
nature, humans too have “tipping points”.

It doesn’t always feel like it, but maybe pin the words 
of economist Rudi Dornbusch to your desk for the 
next time you're feeling down or overwhelmed. (Rudi 
studied the ‘law of hockey sticks').

“Things take longer to happen than you think they 
will and then they happen faster than you think they 
will”.

Stay hopeful everyone. 💚🌍





HOW CAN YOU SPEAK LIKE SIR KEN ROBINSON? He's 
the most watched TED speaker of all time (90M+ views 
and counting) and his 2006 talk is still watched 17,000 
times EVERY day!!!

What made Sir Ken SO special? What tricks did he use? 
And how can you use his "structure" to improve your next 
presentation?

Questions like these are the reasons why I take some 
presentations and speeches to pieces to see not only 
WHY they work, but HOW they work…

It turns out that the reason it worked was that Sir Ken 
followed some very basic rules that Aristotle wrote in 
335BC.

There’s a lot to take away but I boiled everything down to 
6 things that will help any of us to deliver better 
presentations. (They're ALL important but 6 is my 
favourite). 

1. The 19 minute talk was broken down into a simple 3 
act STRUCTURE. i) Be prepared to fail - ii) Why education 
fails - iii) How to not fail in the future.

2. Even though this was a serious academic talk about 
educational reform, Sir Ken resisted the temptation to fill 
his talk with numbers. (He only used 2 STATS in the entire 
talk).

3. He made the audience LAUGH every 29 seconds. (As a 
professor he understood that the quickest way to make 
someone remember something is to make them laugh).

4. He told 8 STORIES averaging just 2 mins 5 seconds 
each. (Harvard's MBA programe estimates this is roughly 
the attention span of the average executive).

5. Sir Ken leveraged Aristotle's RHETORICAL APPEALS of 
persuasion: Pathos (emotion & values), Logos (reason & 
proof), Ethos (personal credibility & trust), Kairos (urgent 
action).

6. He didn't use PowerPoint.

SIR KEN ROBINSON





When Joe Biden's speech writer Vinay Reddy sat down to 
write the inaugural address, he knew he needed a 
different kind of speech. Driven by the idea of using 
"rhetoric for good" he studied speeches (including a lot of 
Churchill) where words had been used in a positive 
content to unite people. 

The speech that President Biden delivered exceeded 
expectations, and when you analyse it closely as I just did, 
it's not hard to see why it worked. 

Instead of just using clever rhetorical devices and the kind 
of 'conflict' you usually find in political speeches ("great 
speech but I can't remember what he said"), Vinay used 
"but" 15 times to create subtle contrasts, and then "we" 
80 times to appeal to civic 'unity' (the theme of the 
speech).

It's still fair to say that on the day, 22-year old poet 
laureate Amanda Gorman stole the show with 'The Hill We 
Climb', but nevertheless, Biden’s inauguration was a 
shining example of how words and ideas really can change 
a nation. 

JFK's speechwriter Ted Sorensen said that the best 
speeches come down to 4 words (levity, brevity, charity, 
clarity) and 5 lines (an outline, headline, frontline, sideline
and bottom line).

As President Biden gave his inaugural address on the 60th 
anniversary of JFK's "Ask not" speech, I thought back to 
what made JFK’s inaugural so great.

JFK asked Sorensen for brevity, asking him to use short 
clauses and short words wherever possible, saying, "I 
don't want people to think I'm a wind-bag".

Winning the popular vote by one of the smallest ever 
margins (0.17%), his approval rating soared to 78% after 
he delivered this speech. It's arguably one of the greatest 
speeches ever given. 

When Sorensen was later asked by students for advice on 
giving a great speech, he simply replied "If you don't have 
mighty thoughts, you won't make mighty speeches".

RHETORIC FOR GOOD

THE HILL WE CLIMB
by Amanda Gorman

When day comes we ask ourselves,
where can we find light in this never-ending shade?
The loss we carry,
a sea we must wade.
We've braved the belly of the beast,
We've learned that quiet isn't always peace,
and the norms and notions
of what just is
isn't always just-ice.
And yet the dawn is ours
before we knew it.
Somehow we do it.
Somehow we've weathered and witnessed
a nation that isn't broken,
but simply unfinished.
We the successors of a country and a time
where a skinny Black girl
descended from slaves and raised by a single mother
can dream of becoming president
only to find herself reciting for one.
And yes we are far from polished.
Far from pristine.
But that doesn't mean we are
striving to form a union that is perfect.
We are striving to forge a union with purpose,
to compose a country committed to all cultures, colors, 
characters and
conditions of man.
And so we lift our gazes not to what stands between us,
but what stands before us.
We close the divide because we know, to put our future 
first,
we must first put our differences aside.
We lay down our arms
so we can reach out our arms
to one another.
We seek harm to none and harmony for all.
Let the globe, if nothing else, say this is true,
that even as we grieved, we grew,
that even as we hurt, we hoped,
that even as we tired, we tried,
that we'll forever be tied together, victorious.
Not because we will never again know defeat,
but because we will never again sow division.
Scripture tells us to envision
that everyone shall sit under their own vine and fig tree
and no one shall make them afraid.
If we're to live up to our own time,
then victory won't lie in the blade.
But in all the bridges we've made,
that is the promise to glade,
the hill we climb.
If only we dare.
It's because being American is more than a pride we 
inherit,
it's the past we step into
and how we repair it.
We've seen a force that would shatter our nation
rather than share it.

Would destroy our country if it meant delaying 
democracy.
And this effort very nearly succeeded.
But while democracy can be periodically delayed,
it can never be permanently defeated.
In this truth,
in this faith we trust.
For while we have our eyes on the future,
history has its eyes on us.
This is the era of just redemption
we feared at its inception.
We did not feel prepared to be the heirs
of such a terrifying hour
but within it we found the power
to author a new chapter.
To offer hope and laughter to ourselves.
So while once we asked,
how could we possibly prevail over catastrophe?
Now we assert,
How could catastrophe possibly prevail over us?
We will not march back to what was,
but move to what shall be.
A country that is bruised but whole,
benevolent but bold,
fierce and free.
We will not be turned around
or interrupted by intimidation,
because we know our inaction and inertia
will be the inheritance of the next generation.
Our blunders become their burdens.
But one thing is certain,
If we merge mercy with might,
and might with right,
then love becomes our legacy,
and change our children's birthright.
So let us leave behind a country
better than the one we were left with.
Every breath from my bronze-pounded chest,
we will raise this wounded world into a wondrous one.
We will rise from the gold-limbed hills of the west.
We will rise from the windswept northeast,
where our forefathers first realized revolution.
We will rise from the lake-rimmed cities of the 
midwestern states.
We will rise from the sunbaked south.
We will rebuild, reconcile and recover.
And every known nook of our nation and
every corner called our country,
our people diverse and beautiful will emerge,
battered and beautiful.
When day comes we step out of the shade,
aflame and unafraid,
the new dawn blooms as we free it.
For there is always light,
if only we're brave enough to see it.
If only we're brave enough to be it.





Vice president elect Kamala Harris knows how to present 
her CV without appearing too arrogant or self-
promotional. It's a tough skill to learn when you need to 
talk about yourself. 

⏳ Build credibility and trust, but don't over-sell.

🏔 Paint a vision, but don't make it feel out of reach.

🖍 Show leadership, but come across like one of us.

🛠 It's a tough balancing act…

For her vice presidential acceptance speech in August, 
despite the majority of her 18 minute talk being about 
herself, she spoke with empathy, elegance and humility. 

"You can change the world just by sharing your story".

Using many of the rhetorical devices that made Obama a 
great speaker, Kamala specifically chose words and 
phrases that carried weight and hidden meaning, in order 
to relate to different demographics within her TV 
audience of 22.8M.

We may not be running for high office, but we can learn a 
lot from her about how to promote ourselves with 
strength and quiet confidence.

Note: APOLOGIES FOR ANY POLITICAL BIAS expressed 
consciously or unconsciously in any of my one pagers. As 
a Brit fascinated with global (especially American) politics 
and looking in from the outside, please take my opinions 
with a pinch of salt and focus on the art within the 
rhetoric. I don’t mean to upset or offend anyone. x 

KAMALA





When the musical 🎭 Hamilton launched, it set a 
record on Broadway for the most money earned in a 
week ($3.3 million). I usually enjoy taking stories to 
pieces to see WHY they work, but Hamilton was 
different. I didn’t want to understand how Lin-Manuel 
Miranda turned Ron Chernow’s book into the most 
commercially successful musical of all time, I wanted 
to experience what it FELT like to write it. 📝

❤ FEELINGS DRIVE OUR DECISION MAKING 
(whether we realise it or not it’s a biological and 
scientific fact). They shape our daily habits and they 
motivate us to act. And while they are fleeting and we 
need discipline to get things done, it is our feelings 
that drive us to do what we do. 

🧠 That’s why I occasionally love to indulge in an 
exercise that the great writer and journalist Hunter S. 
Thompson used to do. It helps to tap into the 
emotional mindset of artists and high performers, so 
that you might perform better yourself.

At the beginning of his career Hunter wanted to know 
what it felt like to write a masterpiece, so he decided 
to type The Great Gatsby, from beginning to end on 
his battered typewriter, just to understand what it 
FEELS like to be F. Scott Fitzgerald. At least for a 
moment. 📖

I LOVE this idea, so I copied what I think is the 
greatest piece of theatrical writing of modern times: 
Lin Manuel Miranda's "My Shot" from Hamilton. The 
writing is inspired. It took him two years to write it 
and every one of the 1,119 words is perfectly 
positioned. (An average song only has 300 words). He 
took a historical biography and re-mixed it for an 
entirely different audience, making the story relevant 
to people who may never have been interested in it 
otherwise.

If you’re curious about what it feels like to create a 
masterpiece, or how it might FEEL to be the best in 
the world at doing what you do, why not try it 
yourself?

“MY SHOT” HAMILTON

Think… Lennon writing “Imagine”… Noel writing “Live 
Forever”… Einstein writing his “Theory of Relativity”… 
J.K. Rowling writing “Harry Potter”… Aaron Sorkin 
writing “The West Wing”… MLK writing his “Dream 
Speech”… Walter Tevis writing “The Queen’s 
Gambit”…

🎤 Just choose your favourite song, speech or story.

🖋 Treat yourself to a nice pen and new notebook. (I 
like to write in brown ink with a fountain pen because 
the lines have more texture and it’s how Walt Disney 
always wrote).

🥃 Turn off your technology and get your favourite 
drink (you might be there a while)!

📝 Copy the text longhand so that you can take your 
time focusing on each word.

It’s a brilliant exercise that might surprise you, and 
will help you to be a better storyteller…





In April 1991 I received my first weeks pay check from 
a full time job. £125. I spent £120 of it on a pair 
"Bordeaux" Air Jordan VII’s from Footlocker in 
Manchester’s Arndale Centre.

Money well spent.

I had no idea at the time what I wanted to do for a 
career, but what I did know was that I wanted to “Be 
Like Mike”. Not on the court. (I LOVE basketball. I 
played the 5 spot and was pretty fast, but I couldn't 
jump and was I far too scrawny!) But I loved Mike's 
work ethic. I loved his style. I loved his attitude. I loved 
his level of excellence. And I loved his obsessive 
commitment to winning, fostered by the "RELENTLESS" 
philosophy he developed with his personal trainer Tim 
Grover.

Wearing those VII’s not only made me walk a little bit 
taller, but they made this bartender from Salford 
believe that he too might do something special one 
day.

Nike say that they’re only a pair of shoes… until you 
step into them… and then you start to play a part in 
(his)story. Brand storytelling at its finest.

Which is why if you haven’t seen AIR yet, you really 
must. It looks like it’s an underdog story about Nike 
signing Michael Jordan and the origins of the $5Bn 
Jordan Brand.

But it’s not.

What it’s really about is one man’s pursuit of ONE goal.

Not Michael Jordan...

Sonny Vaccaro.

An out-of-shape high school basketball scout who bet 
his job on doing something which had never been done 
before, which included signing ONE player for $500K, 
instead of 3 players for $250K.

AIR JORDAN

Nike had no real presence in basketball at the time 
and MJ had no intention of signing with Nike.

He wanted to sign with adidas because they were 
cool.

Nike was not.

But Nike famously had ONE mission: “To crush 
adidas”.

In order to achieve that mission, they wrote a list of 
10 “maxims” and their CEO Phil “Shoe Dog” 
Knight embedded 3-act storytelling at their core. 
(One reason why I love them so much).

What happened next disrupted the entire industry, 
created a brand new business model and reinvented 
sports marketing forever.

The story is SO good there has been not one but 
THREE films made about it. (AIR, UNBANNED and 
One Man and His Shoes). 

My point is this…

🏀 The best people do ONE thing well.
🏀 The best companies chase ONE goal.
🏀 The best speeches have ONE memorable point.
🏀 The best business stories chase ONE narrative.

We like to pretend in business and our professional 
lives that we can do a few things well. 

But the BEST high performing athletes, CEO’s and 
storytellers know that’s just not true.

They pick ONE thing. 

And spend the majority of their time trying to do it 
better than anyone else.

What’s your ONE THING?





IN BUSINESS WE TALK ABOUT COMMUNITY ALL 
THE TIME…

BUT HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED WHAT A TRUE 
COMMUNITY ACTUALLY LOOKS LIKE?

And is the community you are building at work even 
close to what a genuine community should be?

M. Scott Peck wrote the rulebook of community 
building in his seminal book ”The Different Drum". It 
talks about the characteristics of a true community:

1. Inclusivity, Commitment & Consensus
2. Realism
3. Contemplation
4. A Safe Place
5. A Laboratory For Personal Disarmament
6. A Group That Can Fight Gracefully
7. A Spirit
8. A Group of Leaders

For me, the TED community is one of the best 
examples of a true community that loves and supports 
each other. Yes it’s formulaic, yes there’s a strong 
commercial model behind what Chris Anderson has 
built, but when I consider M. Scott Peck’s 
characteristics of a true community and compare it to 
what I’ve seen of the TED community, I think they’re 
doing pretty well.

Many other social networks which by their own 
definitions are supposed to be communities, when you 
look beneath the surface, you realise that they are not 
actually true communities at all.

Peck’s book is well worth taking the time to study 
when you've got a moment...

COMMUNITY?





Business leaders can learn a lot from Navy SEALs. 
Especially about how to operate in MISSION CRITICAL 
ENVIRONMENTS...

Whether on a battlefield or in a boardroom, there are 
many lessons that crossover. Here’s the top 4 lessons I’ve 
learned from spending a little time with the special forces 
over the last year courtesy of “Jocko’s” Echelon Front.

🔄 1. WHOEVER NAVIGATES AN "OODA" LOOP THE 
FASTEST WINS.

Agility and velocity are crucial for leaders as our business 
climate increasingly takes on the attributes of a 
battlefield. SEAL leaders remain agile by maintaining 
situational awareness is a “shoot, move and 
communicate” process called OODA.

Observe > Orient > Decide > Act.

It’s a mental model that compels you to process and 
respond to information quickly. NASA use it to “make 
decisions in ONE breath”. It helps you make important 
and complicated decisions quickly. If you can speed up 
your decision-making cycle while slowing down your 
opponent’s, the outcome will always veer in your favour. 

🪙 2. “STAND” FOR SOMETHING.

Unless you stand for something, you will fall for anything. 
SEALs are taught to find their own deeply held personal 
VALUES and to hold on to them. This helps answer the 
question, “Why am I doing this?” because if you don’t 
know, you will lose focus when facing great risk. (This is 
why company values are SO important). Think of it like an 
internal GPS that never blows you off course. Read the 
Navy SEALs “Stand”. It’s a powerful set of words.

🗺 3. SIMPLIFY THE BATTLEFIELD.

Eliminate distractions. You MUST know your unique talent 
so that you can identify what you must do and what 
needs delegating. DECLUTTER your internal and external 
environments so that you can see simple solutions more 
easily.

US NAVY SEALS & OODA LOOPS

SEALs create bullet proof mission plans by going through 
an exercise called FITS:

• FIT : Does the target fit your team? Is it the best use of 
time and energy? Is the ROI worth the effort.

• IMPORTANCE : How important is the target to the 
broader strategic mission? What effect will this mission 
have on me, my team and my enemy / competitors?

• TIMING : Is this this right time to address this target? 
Are we ready? How will our competition respond?

• SIMPLICITY : Is the target simple and clear? Can we 
achieve our goal without degrading our reputation, 
future capacities or team cohesion?

⚖ 4. KNOW WHEN TO BREAK THE RULES.

SEALs have a system for knowing when to break the rules. 
Here’s 5 of them:

• Is the rule ethical in our determination of what is 
ethical?

• Is the rule legal in our system?
• What is the upside of breaking this rule?
• Is it better to beg forgiveness than to ask permission?
• What’s the worst thing that could happen (and what 

would the consequences be if we read about it in the 
newspapers the following day?)

So whatever “MISSION CRITICAL” project you’re 
currently working on, I’m convinced that thinking like a 
Navy SEAL every so often will help you achieve success a 
bit faster.

⚓ For more read “Way of the Seal” by Commander Mark 
Divine.





We all understand how important EMPATHY is in the 
workplace, but sometimes what we actually need is 
"TACTICAL EMPATHY". It’s a technique rarely 
mentioned in business that the FBI use to negotiate 
in mission critical environments, especially when 
urgent action is needed to resolve a situation.

Having empathy builds relationships and shows that 
you care about the same things, but what about when 
the other side is being unreasonable or irrational? 
That’s where using tactical empathy comes in. It 
helps to understand how the other side thinks and 
feels, even when you DON’T like or agree with them.

Tactical empathy is NOT about having compassion or 
showing sympathy, it’s about seeing things from their 
point of view in order to achieve a positive outcome 
for both sides. It's the tactical application of 
emotional intelligence to accelerate change 
(something we desperately need in business in 
2021).

My notes here were taken from Chris Voss (FBI Chief 
Hostage Negotiator) in his book 'Never Split The 
Difference' and his lessons on Masterclass. I find that 
it helps to learn new techniques and behaviours like 
this by drawing them as one-pagers.

It’s amazing how quickly you can learn and process 
new ideas, when you slow your brain down by writing 
things down and colouring them in.

TACTICAL EMPATHY





Why is the world's most commercially successful 
comedian so successful? Jerry Seinfeld is worth 
almost $1Bn and still rakes in $40M+ from his TV 
show, 22 years after it ended.

He was once asked "WHAT DOES $1BN GET YOU?"

He answered, "3 minutes. Being Jerry Seinfeld allows 
me to be bad for 3 minutes before they boo me off 
stage for the next guy. Most comedians get less than 
30 seconds".

I'm a big Seinfeld fan so it was a lot of fun to dissect 
some of his bits, trying to understand why he spends 
up to 2 years on each joke, and why he is so 
obsessive about the amount of syllables and words in 
each sentence.

Being the best at anything takes a certain level of 
obsession. It's not normal. It takes effort and 
resiliency. Others think you're wasting your time. But 
you're doing what you love. So you survive by 
surrounding yourself with other weirdos who are just 
as imbalanced as you are. 

"The road less traveled is less traveled for a reason". 
Jerry Seinfeld

NO SOUP FOR YOU!





PEOPLE WHO LOVE CARS TAKE THEM TO 
PIECES TO SEE HOW THEY WORK. I like 
taking stories to pieces to see why they work. 
This week I've been deconstructing my 
favourite movie to take a closer look at what 
made it so great.

Note: For any D.P.S. fans, I realise the irony 
of using science and structure to understand 
art and beauty (Dr. J. Evans Pritchard Ph.D
would approve but Mr. Keating wouldn't) but 
like all great screenplays, scripts and 
speeches, there IS a simple framework here 
that works.

It's a 3-act structure (Aristotle) with 6 stages 
(hero's journey) and 5 turning points 
(conflicts & obstacles). Tom Schulman won 
the Oscar for writing it in 1990.

Anyway - if you're passionate about stories 
and want to understand more about why 
they work, I encourage you to watch your 
favourite movie sometime and follow along 
with the script. You'll be surprised at how 
much you learn.

"No matter what anybody tells you, words 
and ideas can change the world".
John Keating

CARPE DIEM.





“By being natural and sincere, one often can create 
revolutions without having sought them”. I’ve been 
thinking a lot about personal and luxury branding this 
week and have felt challenged by Christian Dior. 

He founded Dior when he was aged 42 after several 
failures (inspiration for all us forty-somethings), but 
as his fashion brand started to grow, he came under 
pressure to ‘brand’ himself. 

He tried.

He exercised. Ate a healthier diet. Took spas and had 
massages. Bought new suits. He even wore a flower 
in his buttonhole. 

He hated it. 

Acknowledging that the gap between his “imaginary” 
personal brand and reality was too wide, he just went 
back about his business and accepted who he was. “A 
well-fed gentleman in a neutral-coloured suit”.

Dior avoided schmoozing with the social elite and the 
people who thought he needed a brand. Instead he 
preferred to hang out with nature. Whenever he 
needed inspiration, he wandered around his rose 
garden.

And when he needed to design an important 
collection, he hid away in the forest with his pencils 
and sketchbooks for a couple of weeks. 

Sounds like heaven. 

I really admire the carefully crafted personal brands 
of business leaders like Tom Ford, but I think we 
often worry far too much about our own “image”. 
Especially on social media. 

I prefer Dior’s more romantic personal brand values. 
The ones that include spending time to think in your 
garden; armed only with colouring pencils, paper, a 
glass of wine and some good cheese. 📝🍷🧀

DIOR





KASPAROV

On 10th Feb 1996 IBM' s “Deep Blue” defeated 
unbeaten chess Grandmaster Garry Kasparov. 
Kasparov won the series (losing the re-match in 
1997) but it was the first time a computer had ever 
beaten a world champion.

Many viewed the event as a turning point in the 
development of “intelligent machines”. Deep Blue 
was able to explore 200M possible chess positions 
per second. Newsweek called the event “The Brain’s 
Last Stand”.

I had a chance to chat with Kasparov a few years ago 
just after he gave his TED talk. I showed him my 
notes from his presentation and he joked that I spent 
more time analysing his speech than he did preparing 
it! Of course that wasn’t true given Garry’s obsession 
with over-preparing for every event, but it was nice of 
him to validate the process I use for mapping 
presentations.

Here’s a few quotes and some advice I learned from 
Garry Kasparov back in 2017 which have since 
impacted the way I think and prepare:

♟ "If you don’t take risks you don’t drink 
champagne".

♟Make your life like an algorithm that is always 
seeking to make a difference and improve.

♟We over-estimate what we can achieve in one year 
but radically under-estimate what we can achieve 
in ten. (Bill Gates quote)

♟ Break your presentation down into 3 acts ending 
with a call for humans to “dream bigger”.

♟ Even the smartest audiences can only concentrate 
for around 6 minutes at a time. 

♟ Tactics is knowing what to do when there is 
something to do. Strategy is knowing what to do 
when there is nothing to do.

♟ Being too far ahead of your environment can be 
just as bad as lagging behind your competitors.

♟ Only when the environment shifts radically should 
you consider a change in fundamentals.

♟ The best plans and the most devious tactics can 
still fail without confidence.

♟ Trusting yourself means having faith in your 
strategy and in your instincts.

♟ You should create your own “happiness index” 
which could be as simple as a mental or actual list of 
things that motivate you and give you pleasure and 
satisfaction.

♟ Regardless of the methods we use to motivate 
ourselves, we have to create our own goals and 
standards and then keep raising them

♟ Successfully avoiding challenges is not an 
accomplishment to be proud of.

♟ Constant reinvention is a necessity in fast-moving 
areas such as manufacturing and technology.

♟We ask too much of technology and not enough of 
ourselves. 

♟ “The best combination is always a good human 
and a machine”.

Some great lines in there!

If you’re looking for something stimulating to watch 
this weekend, check out the Kasparov x Deep Blue 
""Game Over" documentary on Amazon Prime, it’s 
really good. Link in the comments.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ibm/




"IT'S NOT ENOUGH TO BE RIGHT, YOU NEED TO BE 
EFFECTIVE". Neil DeGrasse Tyson is argubly the best 
science communicator around today. Whether he's talking 
about quantum physics and the cosmos or explaining the 
scientific method, he exudes the two qualities that matter 
most for any communicator.

Clarity & Energy.

Simplifying complexity by explaining something highly 
technical (in a language that anyone can understand) is a 
valuable skill that can be learned with a little effort, but few 
people seem to possess.

And when you listen to a great communicator, you often find 
yourself attracted to their positive energy and emotionally 
connected to what they say.

Neil DeGrasse Tyson is a master of clarity and energy. He’s 
been a huge influence on my life who hasn’t just taught me 
how to communicate, he’s taught me how to THINK.

I highly recommend his lessons on Masterclass.com or his 
Cosmos Series on Disney+ if you'd like to see him in action. 

Neil made me realise the importance of understanding 
COGNITIVE BIAS when you communicate. It’s something 
he’s very good at. Watch any of his clips on a news show 
when he’s asked to give a sound-bite and you’ll see exactly 
what I mean.

Cognitive bias is something I’ve spent a huge amount of time 
trying to understand, knowing that most audiences are not 
persuaded by what the speaker says, but what the audience 
understands.

A great speech that doesn’t factor in any particular bias that 
exists in the audience is destined to fail. So it befits any 
communicator who wants to get better to understand the 18 
cognitive biases and how to address them.

And if you really want to geek out, watch Neil talking about 
his fountain pen collection and love of hand-drawn notes on 
YouTube!

NEIL DEGRASSE TYSON

http://masterclass.com/




NEIL GAIMAN is an author, film-maker, poet and 
storytelling philosopher who puts the success of his 
writing down to four simple words:

And.
Then.
What.
Happened.

The Coraline author says "If you can get your audience 
constantly asking you 'And then what happened?' when 
you are telling them a story, then you know you're doing 
a good job".

This week I've been studying Gaiman's 8 rules for 
writing to see what I can learn from him. My favourite is:

“The main rule of writing is that if you do it with 
enough assurance and confidence, you’re allowed to do 
whatever you like. (That may be a rule for life as well 
as for writing. But it’s definitely true for writing.) So 
write your story as it needs to be written. Write it -
honestly, and tell it as best you can. I’m not sure that 
there are any other rules. Not ones that matter.”

AND THEN WHAT HAPPENED?





“ONE CHILD, ONE TEACHER, ONE PEN, AND ONE BOOK 
CAN CHANGE THE WORLD.” Malala.

Just over 10 years ago Malala Yousafzai was shot by a 
Taliban gunman in an assassination attempt in retaliation for 
her activism. 

Ten years on, she's an inspiration to anyone who believes 
that words and ideas can change the world.

So if you're looking for some positive energy, a kick up the 
bum to become more purpose driven, or you'd like to inspire 
the people around you more profoundly, read Malala's book 
(again?), watch her documentary or take her coaching 
course on Masterclass.

5 COMMUNICATION TIPS I'VE LEARNED FROM MALALA:

1. Have a strong 3-minute "cold open".

2. Tell short stories using big ideas and small sentences 
(her stories average around 2 mins 30).

3. No matter how dramatic your story is - make it about 
others, not yourself.

4. Speak in short sentences (Malala's speeches often have 
a 'Gunning Fog' readability score under 10 which is 
impressive)

5. Don't speak too fast. Malala speaks around the same 
speed as Obama (84wpm) which is another reason her 
words resonate with her audience.

Whenever I’m looking for inspiration for a big speech or 
presentation and feel particularly overwhelmed, Malala’s 
Nobel lecture is often one of those speeches that I turn to. If 
you have the chance, it’s worth 28-minutes of your time.

MALALA





GREAT SPEECHES DO 6 THINGS WELL: Inform, educate, solve problems (3 for the 
head / left brain), inspire, entertain, challenge (3 for the heart / right brain).

This one pager dug into Emma Watson's superb HeForShe speech about feminism at the 
UN to see how she did all 6 in 12 short minutes.

• 1,225 words.
• 11:38, speaking slowly but deliberately (106 words/minute).
• Telling short personal stories (to make an emotional connection with her audience).
• Acknowledging her nervousness as a public speaker (vulnerable despite her fame).
• 4 stats (to make her case with evidence and reason).
• 1 definition (to ensure clarity).
• 1 quote (to inspire).

A helpful reminder for all of us: Who needs 45 minutes on a Zoom call if you can get the 
job done in under 12?

Not bad for "that Harry Potter girl...”

** A NOTE ABOUT MY PROCESS **

Some of these early one pagers seem SO dated now. Not just in the way I wrote them but 
in the design. The drawings are scrappy and the analysis was pretty basic. But I’ve 
included them in here even (if some of them do make me cringe) because they serve to 
show you the evolution of how they’ve changed over the years, and how I’ve found a 
better structure and approach to drawing and collaging my thoughts and ideas.

It’s just like learning any new thing. This was one of the first one pagers I did (along with 
Josette, Mother Teresa, Melinda & Malala) but it was all good practice. The best way to 
get better is by doing and not being afraid to feel like a kid learning a new musical 
instrument at school. You hit a lot of bum notes and make some pretty awful sounds at 
the beginning. So make mistakes (be proud of them) and figure it out as you go along… 

“The journey is the reward”.
Steve Jobs

THAT HARRY POTTER GIRL





"IF YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE WORLD, GO HOME AND LOVE YOUR FAMILY".
Mother Teresa

This one pager was to give me inspiration for a thank you speech I was writing for 
an important audience. I was really inspired by her positive energy. 

I also use that quote a lot, not just for sentimental value, because when we talk 
about “changing the world” we often forget that a phrase like that needs context 
and relevance.

Not everyone has the opportunity to influence the C-suite, create a presentation 
for Davos World Economic Forum or write a speech for COP. Sometimes, the 
biggest difference you can make is to your family.

And in business, that family is often your work colleagues and the other folks on 
your team. So whenever I’m speaking to an audience about influence and 
changing the world in some small way, Mother Teresa’s words always springs to 
mind.

Mother Teresa reminds me that we don't need to have a lot of money, work for a 
big company or have an influential profile to make a difference...

MOTHER TERESA

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, 
committed citizens can change the world; 
indeed, it's the only thing that ever has.”
Margaret Mead





"I BELIEVE IN THE POWER OF STORYTELLING BECAUSE STORIES OPEN OUR HEARTS TO 
A NEW PLACE, WHICH OPENS OUR MINDS, WHICH OFTEN LEADS TO ACTION".
Melinda Gates

I ran a UN SDG's workshop and looked to Melinda's TED talk about how marketing can 
change the world. It was fascinating to break down her talk.

Normally when people analyse speeches, they measure (Aristotle's) 3 rhetorical elements of 
a narrative: PATHOS (emotion & values), LOGOS (reason & evidence) and ETHOS (credibility 
& trust).

But they often forget the 4th element that Aristotle didn't talk about very often: KAIROS 
(something that requires urgent action). Surely an essential ingredient for any good 
professional talk? 

Watch Melinda's talk to see if you can follow her flow and understand what made it so good. 

📊 50% LOGOS: Making a case for how marketing can save lives.

🙋 21% ETHOS: Sharing her personal point of view to gain trust.

💙 24% PATHOS: Making an emotional connection with the audience.

⚡ 5% KAIROS: Giving an urgent call to action.

MELINDA





Finding 18 minutes to watch a great TED talk 
is one thing. Spending 18 hours to understand 
WHY it was so great takes things to an entirely 
different level.

This was one of the first talks I analysed as a 
one pager featuring Josette Sheeran. She’s the 
former Vice Chair of the World Economic 
Forum and was the eleventh Executive 
Director of the UN’s World Food Programme 
(which is a really big deal). She was partly 
responsible for attractive $10 billion in private 
investment to end aid dependency in tackling 
hunger in Africa. She’s an amazing person. I 
learned about her while I was doing some 
work for Unicef.

I was embarrassed to post this one pager on 
Linkedin (bad layout and terrible drawing) but 
I wondered if my scrappy notes might inspire 
someone else to pick up some crayons and 
make sense of a great talk; if so, then it would 
be worth it.

I wasn’t too worried that the notes were hard 
to read, I just wanted to encourage anyone 
who wants to be a better storyteller, or wants 
to understand a topic more deeply, that 
there's something very satisfying about hyper-
focusing on a good communicator, so that you 
can understand what makes them tick.

The one pagers in this book are not in exact 
chronological order, but it’s not hard to see 
how they’ve evolved as I’ve tried to get a bit 
better at drawing and colouring in, as the one 
pagers took on bigger topics and started to get 
a bit more complex. 

JOSETTE SHEERAN





THINK WITH YOUR PEN

"I DON'T WRITE THINGS DOWN TO REMEMBER 
THEM LATER I WRITE THINGS DOWN TO REMEMBER 
THEM NOW".

Have you heard that quote enough yet?

It means a lot to me. (If you’re interested I stole it from 
an ad for the pocket notebook brand Field Notes).

I love those little notebooks for when I’m traveling or 
out for a walk. 

Anyway…

A highly emotive topic like climate change polarises 
people. It makes them upset. Some people take action. 
Some make irrational statements and arguments 
formed by their cognitive biases and political beliefs. 
Some get too emotional and 'lose' their audience. And 
even the best activists and evangelists get caught out 
by sharing the wrong facts and figures, or have a 
memory-block when they try to remember them.

So when I gave a presentation about the climate crisis 
in Westminster alongside some serious government 
ministers, I knew that I needed to get my story straight. 
(Especially since I couldn't rely on notes or an autocue).

To help me to do this, I wrote down all the quotes, stats 
and stories that I needed for my talk (from carefully 
verified sources) and then drew really childish pictures 
to help me remember them! This is the one-pager I 
ended up with. Like the Josette one pager, it seems 
pretty basic looking back, but it served it’s purpose and 
did the job of helping me to remember my talk (without 
notes or a monitor) when I was really nervous.

Why not try it for something you're trying to learn? Or 
for your next presentation? What do you have to lose? 
It's a fun process. And don't let any lack of artistic skills 
put you off. Any van that you draw can't be much worse 
than mine!





DESIGN THINKING

"IT'S NOT TOOLS THAT YOU HAVE FAITH IN. TOOLS ARE JUST 
TOOLS. THEY WORK OR THEY DON'T WORK. IT'S PEOPLE YOU 
HAVE FAITH IN OR NOT..." 

I was leading a few Design Thinking sessions and have been reviewing 
the bible that is "Change By Design" by Tim Brown of IDEO while I was 
writing up these notes. It’s an old book but well worth a read for any 
business leader who wants to think differently.

📐 If no one hates it, no one really loves it.
📏 I prefer drawing to talking. It's faster and leaves less room for lies.
✏ Design is a formal response to a strategic question.
🗺 Every great design begins with an even better story.

Like many folks in technology, much of my design thinking has been 
inspired by Steve Jobs. As a nod to his memory and the influence that 
he played in my life, it’s the reason why I choose to end every 
presentation I give with one of his quotes…

“Technology is nothing. What’s important is that you have faith in 
people, that they’re basically good and smart; and if you give them 
the right TOOLS, they’ll do something wonderful with them.”





DON'T WRITE THINGS DOWN TO REMEMBER THEM LATER, 
WRITE THINGS DOWN TO REMEMBER THEM NOW.

I recently went back over my notes from Austin Kleon's
excellent books on creativity to remind myself why commercial 
art matters.

⌛ Don't wait until you know who you are to get started.
📝Write the book you want to read.
🎨 Use your hands (get messy).
🖼 Side projects & hobbies are important.
💙 The Secret = Do good work and share it with people.
🌎 Geography is no longer our master.
🏡 Be NICE. (The world is a small town).
💡 Be BORING. (It's the only way to get work done).
➖ Creativity is subtraction.

** A NOTE ON THE PHOTOS **

[TOP] Before they went off the rails (!) I was very proud to be a part of 
Extinction Rebellion and the work they were doing to campaign for a citizens 
assembly in 2018. Creativity was at the heart of their manifesto and for a 
short time, I saw the power of Erica Chenowth’s “3.5% Rule” in action. One 
thing that I learned from Jane Goodall during those campaigns of 2018-2019 
was that if you want to make a difference in the C-suite and influence senior 
leadership, it’s better to be sat at the boardroom table on the inside, than 
gluing yourself to the outside of the building!

[BOTTOM] For one of my first corporate jobs when I owned by own agency, 
I wanted to get an opportunity to consult for Kellogg’s. My firm and I didn’t 
have the qualifications and background that they were looking for so I 
created a Crunchy Nut Cornflakes box as my CV and sent it to them by 
special delivery. I got the interview and the box got a LOT of attention. Not 
just because it looked so awesome. It was like a 3D one pager! But when 
the box was delivered to security in the way that I packaged it they thought 
it was something very sinister. Apparently sniffer dogs and a bomb squad 
were alerted! In the end, the company turned out to not be for me but that 
was a great introduction to me about how to get noticed by the C-suite, no 
matter how unconventional your CV might appear at first glance. 

STEAL LIKE AN ARTIST





2020

"TOMORROW IS THE FIRST PAGE OF A 365-PAGE 
BOOK. WRITER A BOOK ONE.” BRAD PAISLEY

I love January 1st. It feels like there’s a whole world 
of possibility about to open up. What is this year 
going to look like?

As I was finding my feet creating these one pagers 
throughout 2019, I thought I’d attempt to do one for 
2020.

There was no special system to it or any particular 
method, but it made a huge difference to my year. In 
my many years on this little planet 2020 was one of 
my most productive, largely in part to trying to find 
more clarity and purpose as the world was about to 
change more than any of us realised.

I started by drawing a list across the top of the items 
that I needed to work into my daily and weekly 
routine, the concepts I needed to learn and a few of 
the folks I needed to spend more time listening to.

I made a conscious decision to double down on the 
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, as I 
knew they would help me to give every business 
presentation more purpose and impact in some small 
way.

I made a list of some of my favourite quotes, almost 
as mantras for the year to remind myself what 
maters.

I re-visited my V2MOM, a process I learned at 
Salesforce which features heavily on the IKIGAI one 
pager.

And I started to craft the job of “Communications 
Designer” that I have today – a job which at the time 
didn’t even exist.

All because I threw down a few thoughts on a one 
pager and worked to figure out how to put them into 
practice throughout the year.





SMUBA

"TO VISUALISE THE FUTURE OF IBM YOU MUST 
KNOW SOMETHING OF THE PAST". I spend a lot of 
time studying IBM's history. Not out of interest or 
nostalgia, but because that's where I find inspirational 
stories that will shape our future.

I was once encouraged by a senior exec to "become a 
student of IBM's history" because the future of progress 
will follow many similar patterns and processes of the 
past.

It was a challenge I’ve taken seriously over the last few 
years. Knowing some of the hidden stories from IBM’s 
past has not only helped me to stay positive during 
some difficult times, but they’ve also helped me to 
inspire a few other folks along the way.

Some people roll their eyes when you talk about 
company history. But that’s your DNA. That’s the stuff 
that makes your company special. And it’s usually the 
root of how you differentiate against your competitors. 
Especially if you dig deep into the founders story.

People often overlook this important aspect of their job 
because they mistakenly think the past is not relevant. 

IBM helped to put man on the moon following a process 
called SMUBA. We were founded by a guy who sold 
pianos to farmers in exchange for cows. He then handed 
the company off to his son who had no technical 
background whatsoever. IBM doesn't have a cool West 
Coast story about being founded in a garage, it has just 
always tried to make the world work better, by putting 
good humans in front of clever technology.

I encourage you to make a one-pager of your company. 
Why was your company (really) founded? What might 
inspire your team and your colleagues to think 
differently? Go on an expedition as if you were an 
archaeologist looking to unearth hidden stories.

I promise you, it will feel like an adventure and no 
amount of time will be wasted.

It’s funny going back over my notebooks because I see the same things written over and over and over again. SMUBA is a concept that 
means a lot to me and was made famous in an important IBM book “Making The World Work Better” by Jeffrey O’Brien and created for 
IBM’s centennial in 2011. Writing and re-writing some of these concepts means that I can learn them faster. I once had a feed to my 
laptop cut off and a “comfort monitor” with my notes fail during a keynote, but I was still OK because I could think back to systems like 
SMUBA to piece my presentation together. It’s not unlike how comedians remember how to piece together “bits” of several jokes for a 75-
minute show. It’s not for everyone but it works for me…





DO YOU EVER STRUGGLE TO LEARN NEW THINGS 
OR TO REMEMBER IMPORTANT STORIES AND 
STATISTICS?

I work for a 112-year old startup and we have a LOT 
of stories and I’ve found that drawing these one-
pagers is really helpful. 🗺

One of my writing hero’s Ted Sorensen used to say, “I 
think through my pen” and I think that’s a pretty good 
philosophy. I don’t write things down to remember 
them later, I write things down to remember them 
now. Digital doesn’t work for me. Has to be a pen and 
colouring sticks. Feels more human. 🖍

This graphic came about during a week where I was 
prepping for COP at IBM and some work we were 
doing doing around the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals. There were 17 stats, 17 stories 
and 17 goals that I needed to remember. I found a lot 
of data that I knew I couldn’t afford to get wrong 
(especially if it’s being shared in front of an influential 
audience with journalists present). There were some 
great stories I knew would bring those heavy 
statistics to life. 📊

That’s why I drew this. I could have done it on a 
mural or designed a fancy animated slide that builds, 
but I wouldn’t have remembered it as clearly, or had 
anywhere near as much fun learning them.

That’s why you don’t take notes like these to 
remember them later, you take good notes so that 
you can remember them NOW.

Technology has helped to create these stories, but I’ll 
stick with my old school pen when it comes to trying 
to learn them. 🖊

IBM x SDG’s





IF YOU WANT TO KNOW SOMETHING OF THE FUTURE, YOU NEED TO 
KNOW SOMETHING OF THE PAST. 

I was writing an important speech for the conference THINK a few years 
ago. It’s IBM’s annual conference and is a really big deal.

One of the themes I was exploring for the “110-year old startup” was 
what makes the company special. To say "it's the people" would be true, 
but that doesn't shed much light on what makes IBM different from any 
other company. So this week I've been exploring the IBM archives going 
back to 1911.

I discovered two things.

1. Transformation is messy. IBM has completely re-invented itself 5X over 
the last 60 years and struggled each time. (Just because a company is big 
doesn't mean that it's great).

2. Pretty much everything IBM has ever done focuses on a unique triple 
bottom line: Build a Business / Change the World / Have Fun.

FUN? 

That became the theme of the speech.

Many of IBMs major tech advancements came from researchers and 
engineers having fun! Playing Checkers in the 60's spawned a new 
computing system. Beating a grandmaster at chess in the 90's gave birth 
to advanced analytics. Winning TV's toughest game show helped build an 
AI that advanced oncology. Competing live against world champion 
debaters refined IBMs conversational AI.

Conclusion?

You never know where your notes are going to take you, but it’s certainly 
true for me that if I think with my pen, then whatever I discover will be 
much more powerful than something created digitally on a deadline.

Also… exploring the mindsets of great business leaders and innovators in 
IBM’s research division I was reminded that “If you want to see where 
the future is going, look where people are having the most fun.”

The speech was delivered well to a large audience and I’d like to think 
that the applause was a little louder (and a little longer) in some small 
part because of the effort that I put into creating it.

IBM’S TRANSFORMATION





QUANTUM COMMUNICATIONS

DARIO GIL ONE OF THE BEST TECHNICAL 
PRESENTERS I’VE EVER SEEN. 

He’s the SVP of Research at IBM and is constantly 
being called on to give highly technical speeches to a 
non-technical audiences. That’s REALLY hard. You 
don’t want to dumb down the science, but you need 
to go deep enough to show people exactly what they 
need to see and hear. You need to demonstrate 
technical depth and demonstrate architectures, but 
you need to be very mindful of the diverse attention 
span of the audience. It’s a balancing act between 
the art and science of storytelling – the theme of 
every one of these one pagers.

Dario is one of those people who you always want to 
do the keynote, but unfortunately there’s only one of 
him. So I embarked on a small mission within IBM to 
show people not only WHY he was such a good 
communicator, but HOW his speeches were 
structured so that they could learn to present in a 
similar way. 

I won’t give away too much (!) but here’s some strong 
pieces of observations and insights from Dario’s 
Quantum Summit 15-minute keynote in November 
2021 that you might want to think about…

ADVICE WHEN GIVING A COMPLICATED PRESENTATION

🔎 A complicated speech presented in a simple 3-act structure
Act I: DEVELOPMENT – The Scientific Method
Act II: PRODUCTION – What it means to you
Act III: IMPACT – Applications today & in the future

⏰ 15 MINS (Just under 1,000 seconds & inspired by the top TED Talks)

💬 120+ WORDS/MINUTE = Thoughtful words & slower pace.

🎭 COLD OPEN: Dario’s first 75-seconds always opens with a personal story or quote.

🧠 MEMORIES & DREAMS = 90 Second personal “cold open”.

🛠 PROPS: Showing a real quantum processors bring the story to life.

🎢 BODY LANGUAGE: Rehearse lots to make sure you have enough positive body language.

📖 LANGUAGE: CXO-friendly but doesn’t compromise academically. 

✒ SLIDES: Limit the amount of objects on each slide to <6. 

🗺 FEWEST POSSIBLE SLIDES + strong soundbites to alternate pace and keep attention.

🔎 SMUBA: References (Seeing / Mapping / Understanding / Believing / Acting)

📑 “BUT” mentioned 14X = CONTRAST NOT conflict.

📏 NUMBERS & NARRAITVES: Give every number a context that everyone will understand.

📖 GUNNING FOG INDEX “readability score” of 12.12 (Usually 16+)

💥 S.T.A.R. MOMENT = Quantum Data Center x IBM System Two.

🎸 CADENCE: The rhythm and pace of the talk modulates to keep your attention.  

😂 EMOTION: Have a sense of humour. Smile. Use emotional language where appropriate.

🛠 REHEARSE VIRTUALLY: You’ve got to work harder to transfer emotion over a webcam. 

🖍 ENJOY YOURSELF: Your audience can tell if you’re having fun. Don’t dial it in.





STANDING ON THE SHOULDERS OF GIANTS

“I WANT TO INSPIRE PEOPLE TO DO WHAT 
INSPIRES THEM, SO THAT TOGETHER WE CAN 
CHANGE OUR WORLD.”

“PEOPLE ARE NOT PERSUADED BY WHAT YOU SAY 
BUT BY WHAT THEY UNDERSTAND.”

“EVERY STORY HAS A SIMPLE STRUCTURE…”

“YOU CAN HAVE EVERYTHING YOU WANT IN LIFE IF 
YOU JUST HELP ENOUGH OTHER PEOPLE GET WHAT 
THEY WANT.”

“DON’T PRACTICE UNTIL YOU GET IT RIGHT, 
PRACTICE UNTIL YOU CAN NEVER GET IT WRONG”.

If you’ve ever heard me giving a keynote, a seminar or 
speaking somewhere on a podcast or in a coaching 
session - a couple of these phrases might sound very 
familiar.

I’m always quick to attribute any quotes or concepts to 
the right people, but if you missed it, chances are 
something I said was influenced by one of these nine 
people.

• SIMON SINEK
• TONY ROBBINS
• NANCY DUARTE
• CARMINE GALLO
• ZIG ZIGLAR
• SETH GODIN
• JOHN MAXWELL
• DALE CARNEGIE
• TOM PETERS

In 2018 I went down a foxhole to try and capture why I 
loved and admired these folks so much, but even 
more; what could I do to emulate them and bring some 
of their wisdom and positive energy into my life and 
workplace?

It’s a great exercise. List some of your favourite folks 
and take a moment to remind yourself what makes 
them so special…





MASTERCLASS.com

MASTERCLASS has been my favourite learning resource since the day it launched. I still do one new 
lesson (or revisit an old one) everyday - and have done ever since 2015. Commander Chris Hadfield’s 
masterclass on one pagers obviously has a lot of answer for, but there are may other classes that I have 
learned a lot from. In many ways, this book is a love letter to Masterclass.com and the joy of learning.

I love it so much I even created a version of it within IBM for a storytelling programme for our 158,000 
consultants. When thousands of people inside IBM seemed to really enjoy the programme, it encouraged 
me to build a platform of my own to help future leaders outside of IBM, especially those who might not 
be able to afford an executive programme. That’s where EARTHSHOT ACADEMY came from. Thanks to 
Masterclass. 

At the time of drawing this (and colouring in with my twins) my top 5 lessons in 2019 were:

• Neil deGrasse Tyson (Science Communication)
• David Mamet (Dramatic writing)
• RuPaul (Self-Expression)
• Aaron Sorkin (Obviously)
• Neil Gaiman (Creative Writing)

Today I’d add a few more, based upon the lessons that I keep going back to revisit:

🐵 Jane Goodall (Conservation)
🏀 Coach Krzyzewski (Values-based teams)
🚔 Chris Voss (Tactical Empathy)
🎮 Marques Brownlee (Viral videos)
📚 Amanda Gorman (Poetry)
🎥 NINJA (Streaming)
➗ Terence Tao (Mathematical Thinking)
📺 George Stephanopoulos (Purposeful Communication)
🏎 Lewis Hamilton (Winning Mindset)
🏒 Wayne Gretzky (High Performance Mindset)
🚀 Bill Nye (Science & Problem Solving)
📝 Malala Yousafzai (Creating Change)
🎻 Yo-Yo Ma (Music & Audience Connection)
✒ Roxanne Gay (Writing for Social Change)
💡 Es Devlin (Turning Ideas into Art)
🗺 LeVar Burton (The Power of Storytelling)

1,000 MINUTES…

Each Masterclass lessons takes around 10 minutes. And it’s a curious coincidence that we are awake on 
average for 1,000 minutes a day (the average human sleeps around 7 hours 20 leaving 16 hours and 40 
minutes in each day). So if you think about it, we have 100 x 10-minute blocks each day to make a 
difference and do something that matters. I choose to spend one of those blocks watching a Masterclass. 
I highly recommend it.





NANCY & TONY

"DON'T PRACTICE UNTIL YOU GET IT RIGHT, PRACTICE UNTIL YOU CAN 
NEVER GET IT WRONG". 

Sage advice from Tony Robbins that I heard at Dreamforce a few years ago. It's a 
great line that more important today than ever. I've been putting put it into 
practice for virtual keynotes I've been giving about COVID-19, climate change 
and how tech can solve some of the world's biggest problems.

In the UK we’d call Tony a “marmite” character because you either love him or 
hate him. I’ve had the privilege of being in private leadership sessions with him, 
so despite the hysteria that seems to surround some of his public events (which 
I’m not a fan of), he’s had a big influence on me. Especially my confidence when 
it comes to presenting online.

The problem with presenting on Webex or Zoom is that it can be really dull. And 
your webinar audience, just like with TV, are only 1 click away from being 
somewhere else. 

Sidenote: That’s also another reason to study folks like Aaron Sorkin or Phoebe 
Waller-Bridge who write for TV, because they are always very conscious that they 
can lose an audience to another channel at any moment which is why they write 
the way that they do.

So it's essential to be more engaging than you usually would. 75 second 
attention spans instead of the usual 3-6 minutes with a live audience. So to try 
and tell better virtual stories, I started to draw my slides instead of memorising 
them from 'Presenter View' and rehearsing in PowerPoint. I soon noticed how 
quickly I remembered the slides, and was able to devote more energy on 
delivering the story. Trying to engage with that little green light on your laptop is 
hard!

Presenting virtually is not easy and we're all suffering from screen-fatigue, so it’s 
something that I started to obsess over a few years ago and then doubled down 
on during the COVID-19 pandemic when every meeting became virtual.

If there’s one person who has helped me the most with this process, and 
learning how to listen (actively) and how to talk (with empathy) it’s Nancy Duarte.

If you’re reading this, you probably know who she is. If you don’t, stop 
immediately; go and what her legendary TED talk and buy all of her books. Most 
of what I know and share to help other people to communicate better, I learned 
from Nancy and her business partner Patti Sanchez.

Time to get out your colouring pencils and tell better stories...





My tools…

I once asked one of my first bosses what his secret to success was. He said to have 
a sexy pen and a run-of-the-mill notebook to capture all your thoughts and ideas. 
An expensive pen because you know it’s an event every time you get it out. And a 
standard notebook just to keep things real. Because you can’t write on Smythson 
paper all the time. Sage advice that’s served me well…

Some advice for writers from writers…
"I kept always two books in my pocket, one to read, one to write in." Robert Louis Stevenson

“Either write something worth reading or do something worth writing.” Ben Franklin

“When power leads man towards arrogance, poetry reminds him of his limitations.” J.F.K.

“No subject is terrible if the story is true, if the prose is clean and honest, and if it affirms courage and 
grace under pressure.” Ernest Hemingway

“Writing is easy. All you have to do is cross out the wrong words.” Mark Twain

"When you make music or write or create, it's really your job to have mind-blowing, irresponsible, 
condomless sex with whatever idea it is you're writing about at the time.” Lady Gaga

This is an UGLY one pager. Tempting as it may be, not everything
needs to be turned into a Branded Process™ or signature framework.
This one pager was the final result of many evenings trying to come up
with a one-size-fits-all graphic that combined the art and science of
commercial storytelling. It needed to do a lot. Combining Aristotle's
Poetics with 'The Hero's Journey', it needed to speak to the
psychology of the presenter, as well as helping to trigger certain
hormones in the audience. It needed to provide a simple structure
without over-simplifying the complexity needed to tell an engaging
story of transformation. But despite my good intentions to create
something useful, it didn't work. What I ended up with was what you'd
expect from a really bad consultant. It's wordy. It's messy. It's over-
complicated. And even if I turned it into a killer animated diagram, you
still wouldn't know what to aim at. Stories are as much about art and
beauty as they are about structure and simplicity.

My conclusion? Just because you can do something doesn't mean that
you should. I knew this particular one pager was destined for failure
when I started to scribble in a marketer pen. Creatively, my brain had
checked out. It was a great exercise in thinking through an idea with
my pen, because it helped me to let go of this idea. It just wasn’t
meant to be. Some people think then write. I write to think.

One pagers don’t need to be pretty. I’m not proud of sharing this chaotic
mess of scribbles but this one did its job and served me well. This 2-part
one pager was a workhorse that I used when I needed to deliver two
keynotes at Google in front of a very influential audience. I never referred
to these notes during my talk but having the structure locked down in
my head made me sure that the two very different keynotes would land
in the right way.

One was a fast and fun keynote about DJ’s and creativity. The other was
a very thoughtful keynote about the climate crisis and what tech leaders
can do about it. You can just about make out the timeline, the amount of
slides in each deck and where the video or dramatic quotes are. The red,
green and blue coloured bars correspond to the emotions that I want the
audience to feel, so I know to adjust my style and tone accordingly. I
scribbled these notes in about an hour but used them many many times.
Having them in this format was especially useful if I was pulled into an
event at the last minute to give a keynote. Everybody loves the person
who can come to the rescue at the last minute (and deliver a great
session) when somebody has dropped out. Having a couple of strong
keynotes up your sleeve will always serve you well – and having them
roughly mapped out in a way that helps you to instantly remember also
means that you don’t need much prep time to re-acquaint yourself with
the content, especially if you’ve not presented it for a while.

The good, the bad and the UGLY…
Not all one pagers are pretty and well put together. These two are particularly rough. One just didn’t 
work. The other was a function work horse that got me out of trouble on more than one occasion…



Good artists copy, great artists steal. But they steal gracefully. And with attribution. This collection of one pagers was inspired by the 
speeches, stories, ideas and insights that I’ve collected from some wonderful people who I’ve met along the way. This is not an exhaustive 
list of friends and colleagues who have inspired me (you know who you are and I love you), this is a list of people whose content has been 
gracefully stolen for some of my one pagers. I encourage you to buy their books and devour out EVERYTHING that they’ve published!

John Maxwell My mentor who teaches me how to be a better leader. Today Matters will change your life.
Ted Sorensen JFK’s speechwriter and the biggest influence on my professional career.
Nancy Duarte My favourite person in the industry. Helped me to understand the shape of a purpose-driven story.
Simon Sinek If I had hero's Simon would be one of them. The person I look to most often for inspiration and ideas.
Carmine Gallo I love everything he’s ever written. From Talk Like TED to Five Stars.
Austin Kleon “The writer who draws”. Taught me to think with my pen.
Chris Anderson Forever grateful for what he’s built at TED. 
Jay Heinrichs Taught me ab out the power of persuasion
Louis J. Prosperi His Disney books about Imagineering are superb.
Michael Margolis Story 10X should be on everyone’s bookshelf.
Tim Grover Michael Jordan’s personal trainer taught me about obsession and what a winning mindset really looks like.
John Elkington Inspired me to make sure every commercial deal has a triple bottom line.
Blake Snyder Author of Save the Cat! There’s a reason every screen writer owns a copy.
Caroline Goyder Voice, performance and presentation coach. Hire her.
Nick Morgan Can You Hear Me? Helped me to be a better virtual presenter during lockdown.
Sam Leith The best book on Rhetoric and understanding what Aristotle really meant. And he’s funny.
David J.P. Phillips Mr. “Death by PowerPoint”. All his TED talks are must-sees.
Jonathan Gottschall The storytellers storyteller.
Jon Favreau Obama’s former speech writer. Subscribe to the Crooked Media podcasts!
Peggy Noonan Reagan’s former speech writer. On Speaking Well is another of those essential books.
Philip Collins Blair’s former speech writer. His book When They Go Low, We Go High is outstanding.
Yvette Cooper She Speaks. One of the few books showcasing the best women communicators.
Donald Miller Story Brand was the initial inspiration behind the Communications Thinking framework.
Cody Keenan GRACE takes you inside Obama’s Whitehouse and shows you what the life of a speechwriter is really like.
Will Storr Helped me to understand the “science” of storytelling on a much deeper level.
Thomas L. Friedman My favourite columnist from the NY Times. He has 3 Pulitzer Prizes for a reason.
Kate Raworth The Queen of Doughnut Economics. Superb TED speaker, author and economist.
Erica Chenoweth Taught me all about the 3.5% rule and how a small group of people can change the world.
Gary Keller The ONE Thing. One of those books I have to re-read every few months.
Katharine Hayhoe The best climate communicator out there who taught me how to tell stories that matter.
Seth Godin The King of Marketing. He’s never written a word I didn’t like.. 
Biz Stone Co-Founder of Twitter who taught me that you can “Build a business, change the world and have fun”.
Garry Kasparov Chess grandmaster who helped me to talk about AI in a much more human way.
Martin Brooks Author of Body Language Decoder. I recommend him for workshops or as a drinking partner.
Rob Bell Poet. Preacher. Philosopher. One of the best communication coaches out there.
Ken Segall Steve Jobs creative director. Who constantly reminds me not to over complicate things.
Lisa Cron Wired For Story made me realise why the first sentence is EVERYTHING.
Neil DeGrasse Tyson My favourite Masterclass host and probably the best dinner party guest anyone could ever have.

Finally, much thanks to David Rogier for founding Masterclass.com (I have been obsessed since the platform was launched in May 2015 and 
it remains one of the few places I go to learn new things every day).

Thank you!




